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Executive summary

The public-sector workforce is central to the successful and efficient delivery of public services. Accounting for more than half of day-to-day public expenditure it is essential that its size, structure and skills are continually evaluated, and updated to deliver public services that meet the changing needs and expectations of users. Although the workforce’s size has changed over the last half a century and more, it has not always been organised around the needs of users. Designing a workforce capable of meeting people’s needs and expectations today and in the coming decades should be a key aim of government.

Today’s public-sector workforce

The size of the public-sector workforce has oscillated considerably during the last six decades. It stood at 5.3 million in mid-2016, and has been falling since 2009, when it stood at 6.4 million. The latest figure is 20 per cent lower than its 1979 peak.

Today’s workforce is the product of a series of decisions in the post-war period. Since 1960, the size of the workforce has fluctuated with the economy and with the prevailing ideas of the time. Keynesian demand management saw an expansion in the 1960s and 1970s. New Public Management, including the introduction of quasi-markets, led to a sustained fall in the 1980s and 1990s. Numbers recovered under the “Third Way” of the Blair Government, only to fall again after the 2008 financial crisis and the Coalition Government’s aim to reduce public expenditure.

Internationally, the UK public sector directly employs a greater proportion of workers than the OECD average, according to the latest figures (2013). New Zealand, a country which outsources a comparable amount of services to third-party providers, employs 62 per cent fewer workers as a proportion of its total workforce.

The UK public-sector workforce also differs from the private sector. On latest figures (2014), public-sector workers are on average older than those in the private sector; more qualified; more likely to be female; more likely to have longer tenures; and less likely to be well motivated.

The value-for-money equation

Current pressures mean the public-sector workforce must undergo radical change to deliver better value for money.

Tight public spending means that public-sector productivity must break from its 20-year trend of near-zero growth. At the same time, the demands on public services are changing rapidly. An ageing population, with increased prevalence of chronic conditions, requires a new way of delivering health and social care. In January 2017, experimental statistics showed that there were 5.2 million examples of fraud and computer misuse offences in the year ending September 2016, almost as many as the 6.2 million traditional crimes.

Citizens want much better digital access to public services. Around a third of people say that they would prefer to book GP appointments online but fewer than 10 per cent have done so. Three-quarters of people have said that they want digital communication with the police, but only half that number have said it is currently possible. New subscription services, delivered by private-sector providers, provide immediate access to GPs via video consultations to 350,000 people in the UK.
Barriers to achieving value for money

The policy challenge is to remove the barriers that prevent public-sector workforces changing in the interests of citizens and their own staff.

Public-sector leaders do not have freedom to reshape their workforces. For the police, the ban on compulsory redundancies for officers meant that recent job reductions fell too heavily on police staff, leaving officers in roles that staff should fill.

Some public-sector workforces are bottom-heavy. In primary care, there are 10 receptionists for every 14 clinicians, and almost one per GP. In secondary care, 18 per cent of employees fill administrative roles. Thirty-seven per cent of civil servants fill defined administrative roles.

Many follow an old-fashioned management model involving multiple layers of hierarchy. Interviewees for this paper spoke of a “frozen middle”, that is managers in middle layers who are unwilling to execute ideas without guidance from above. All Whitehall departments have more than the eight levels of employee grades, seen as the maximum for well-functioning public-sector organisations.

The National Audit Office and Parliamentary Select Committees have consistently highlighted skills deficits in technology, commercial skills and leadership in recent years. Soft skills, such as innovation and motivation, are equally important. Poor motivation reduces productivity and may be a cause of absenteeism. In 2014, the average public-sector worker took 8.1 days of sick leave, compared to 5.1 days in the private sector.

Tomorrow's public-sector workforce

Structure

In the future, a less hierarchical model, which exploits advances in technology, will help managers develop a leaner and better performing workforce.

Some public services are already delivering this vision. HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) has reduced its numbers of administrative staff from 96,000 to 60,000 over the last decade through expanding online services and providing better real-time information. It aims to reduce 11,000 more, as it aims to become “diamond-shaped”. Reductions of jobs must be done strategically, however, as a better way of working, rather than salami slicing roles to make savings.

By following this approach, Whitehall, the NHS and police can reduce headcount significantly. According to often-cited analysis by Oxford academics Frey and Osborne, many routine administrative roles have a 96 per cent chance of being automated by current technology. Applying their calculations to current public-sector numbers suggests that over the next 10 to 15 years, central government departments could further reduce headcount by 131,962, saving £2.6 billion from the 2016-17 wage bill. In the NHS, Osborne and Frey’s most conservative estimate reveals that 91,208 of 112,726 administrator roles (outside of primary care) could be automated, reducing the wage bill by approximately £1.7 billion. In primary care, a pioneering GP provider interviewed for this paper has a clinician-to-receptionist ratio of 5:1, suggesting a potential reduction of 24,000 roles across the NHS from the 2015 total. In total this would result in 248,860 administrative roles being replaced by technology.

For many other roles, new technology will increase productivity. McKinsey estimates that 30 per cent of nurses’ activities could be automated, and a similar proportion for doctors in some specialities, enabling those skilled practitioners to focus on their non-automatable skills.
Some technology will improve public-service delivery. Various companies aim to develop artificial intelligence that can diagnose conditions more accurately than humans. The UK should evaluate drones and facial-recognition technology as alternatives to current policing practice, while recognising concerns about the holding of people’s images.

Even the most complex roles stand to be automated. Twenty per cent of public-sector workers hold strategic, “cognitive” roles. They will use data analytics to identify patterns – improving decision making and allocating workers most efficiently. The NHS, for example, can focus on the highest-risk patients, reducing unnecessary hospital admissions. UK police and other emergency services are already using data to predict areas of greatest risk from burglary and fire.

Whitehall should move from hierarchy to “self-management”, with teams organising themselves around tasks that need to be done. The Government Digital Service (GDS) has done this to great effect, such as when a 16-person team designed GOV.UK in 12 weeks. Other departments and arm’s-lengths bodies – from the Crown Commercial Service to the National Crime Agency – could follow.

Skills and motivation

The public sector should ensure that it populates roles with the skills necessary to exploit technology and fill long-standing gaps in commerce and procurement. Just as importantly, public services should seek to develop non-traditional skill sets such as creativity, learning from errors and self-improvement.

This requires strong leaders, some drawn from the private sector, to change organisational culture. Shared kitchens and feedback boards, for example, enable the spontaneous interactions that will support a new culture of public-service innovation.

The new public-sector culture must also see mistakes as an opportunity for feedback and improvement. Leaders, including politicians, are wrong to “bury” critical reports where that criticism is a valuable insight into public service operation. The NHS is the best current example of this kind of reform. Made independent from NHS England, the Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch should allow clinicians to report mistakes without fear of censure. A greater use of randomised-control trials through public services will provide much-needed evidence to improve decision-making.

Leaders need the flexibility to change organisations, including the ability to motivate individual workers in ways appropriate to them – whether “intrinsic”, for example driven by personal satisfaction in the task, or “extrinsic”, driven by external rewards such as remuneration and reputation. The target regimes that still operate in public services, notably the NHS, undermine both leaders and the motivation of front-line staff.

Performance management can be improved through a focus on immediate feedback rather than cumbersome annual appraisals. The NHS e-portfolio, an online appraisal system for junior doctors and nurses, allows employees to request real-time feedback. A system that allows managers maximum discretion in tailoring this feedback could be a model for other services to follow.

Recruitment

Securing the right people to deliver these services will be essential. The public sector should be an attractive employer to people of all ages. Some will be attracted by the chance to improve people’s lives through their work. Others will want to develop their skills working on the complex problems that public services must solve.

Leaders will also need flexibility over remuneration to build successful workforces. HMRC and the Ministry of Defence have both created new “government companies” which have
some freedoms from public sector pay limits. Academies and foundation trusts have theoretical freedoms to vary pay, although these are rarely used in practice. True flexibility will come when public-sector organisations can manage their pay within a given envelope.

Recent efforts to improve recruitment have focused on high-cost approaches such as attracting high-achievers (such as Teach First) or turning public services into graduate-only professions (such as nursing). It is likely that a greater use of apprenticeships could provide a more skilled and diverse public-sector workforce, and reduce levels of over-qualification, at better value for money. The public sector only employs 1.7 per cent of its workforce as apprentices, compared to 2.3 per cent in the private sector. The creation of the public-sector apprenticeship target means local authorities could have to offer six times more apprenticeships than they currently do. Done right, this represents an opportunity to improve their skills base.

Flexible and temporary employment have been growing for decades, but the emergence of the ‘gig’ economy, with workers supporting themselves through a variety of flexible jobs acquired on online platforms, has gained traction (and controversy) recently. ‘Contingent labour’ platforms – trialled in social care – may suit hospitals and schools as an alternative to traditional agency models. It may also suit organisations who face seasonal peaks of demand, such as the need for HMRC to recruit additional capacity at the end of a tax year. 18F, the American version of GDS, has recruited coders for specific tasks by allowing them to bid for work at lower prices, in a reverse auction. Using such platforms in the public sector would show its commitment to delivering working practices fit for the twenty-first century.

Recommendations

1 Automate administrative roles where appropriate, including in the Civil Service to make Whitehall "diamond-shaped". Employ technology to improve the efficiency and quality of front-line and strategic roles.

2 Disrupt hierarchies through fewer management layers and self-management models.

3 Cultivate a learning environment by empowering leaders to learn from mistakes, rather than attribute blame. Public services should make better use of randomised-control trials and agile working patterns.

4 Empower leaders to motivate employees as they see fit, unencumbered by rigid pay and performance management structures and role definitions.

5 Introduce new recruitment patterns, including targeting non-traditional entry routes, such as apprenticeships and digital contingent-labour platforms, to attract a wider skill base.
**Introduction**

Public services fail when employees fail. This is the dramatic lesson from a number of high-profile errors in recent public-service delivery. In many instances, quality is compromised not because of individual incompetence, but the way the workforce is structured and organised.

The inverse of this is also true. When public services succeed it is often due to excellent working practices. Getting this right across public services is crucial to delivering value for money for services: 50 per cent of day-to-day spend in the public sector is on employees.\(^1\) Continually evaluating and updating workforce size, structure and skills is therefore essential to deliver public services that meet the changing needs and expectations of users, at the lowest possible cost to taxpayers.

Public services must respond to a population with increasingly complex demands – people are living longer, technology is changing the way they behave and inequality remains stark in many areas, from education to health. Addressing these issues within a tight fiscal envelope requires a dramatic improvement in productivity and effectiveness. This importance has not gone unrecognised: the Coalition Government promised to cut public spending without affecting service delivery by improving productivity levels.\(^2\) However, although complex to compare, it appears that while productivity has grown economy-wide over the last two decades, it has remained flat in the public sector.\(^3\)

Outcomes must also be considered when evaluating the public-sector workforce. After all, productivity increases are meaningless if services do not meet the needs of citizens. This paper therefore considers how workforce productivity can be improved, as well as how workers can achieve the right outcomes. Combining the two would achieve value for money (see Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 1: Table of definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Productivity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workforce productivity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Efficiency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effectiveness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value for money</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This paper evaluates recent governments’ approaches to workforce design across the National Health Service (NHS), education, central and local government and the police. To do so, interviews with 17 experts from across government, public-sector bodies, academia and industry were conducted, alongside an analysis of public and private data, including Freedom of Information (FOI) requests. The aim is to outline a case for change in Part 1 of the paper, before suggesting high-level themes for reform in Part 2. This approach will pave the way for Reform to set out more detailed recommendations for specific sector workforces, including the NHS and policing, in subsequent papers.

---

The report finds that the current workforce is a legacy of past approaches. It is built around siloed attitudes of yesterday’s governments and fails to embrace technology and new ways of working to meet users’ needs in the most effective ways. A traditionalist mentality fails to cultivate a culture of change: mistakes are covered up, risk-aversion is rife and leaders have not built the workforce around the needs of users. That there is one receptionist for every GP should be alarming in a world in which online banking is the norm.

A new approach is needed. Public services should deliver outcomes that matter to users, and meet expectations of interacting via technology. This approach would see services designed around users and render at least 248,860 administrative roles redundant. The accuracy of decision-making can be further improved by using artificial intelligence to make complex decisions and by understanding why mistakes that, for example, cause 10 per cent of hospital patients to suffer from medical error, are made. Securing the right people to do this is essential. New recruitment practices, such as increasing apprenticeships and using ‘gig’-economy platforms to better organise workers can inject innovation into service delivery. In short, this is a framework to make twenty-first century services fit for twenty-first century citizens.
Part 1
Today’s public-sector workforce: the case for change
1
Today’s public-sector workforce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 The largest workforces</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 International context</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 How we got here</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Public and private-sector workforces</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Today’s public-sector workforce has been shaped by a series of policy decisions in the post-war period. Though data issues prevent direct comparisons with other nations and the private sector, this section nevertheless provides context as the backdrop to subsequent analysis.

### 1.1 The largest workforces

To design tomorrow’s workforce, it is important to understand what it looks like today. The public-sector workforce (excluding outsourced services, such as some employment, IT and facilities-management services) stood at 5.3 million in mid-2016. The NHS, the education sector, central and local government, and the police service are the four largest areas (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Workforce size across public services](image)


Note: figures are averages over the first three quarters of 2016.

Spending on the four largest public-sector workforces totals somewhere in the region of £90 billion (see Figure 2). In 2014, the Institute for Fiscal Studies calculated that overall, the public-sector paybill accounted for half of its day-to-day spending. Improvements in working patterns will have a material effect on the cost and quality of public services.

---
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### Figure 3: The cost of workforces for largest public services, 2015-16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public service</th>
<th>Cost of workforce</th>
<th>Percentage of budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHS (2014–15)</td>
<td>£42.3 billion</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools (2014–15)</td>
<td>£29.4 billion</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Service</td>
<td>£6.6 billion</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>£2.7 billion</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Civil Service covers central government administration budgets. Schools’ and NHS spending for 2015-16 was not available; NHS data exclude locums and agency staff.

#### 1.2 International context

Overall, UK public-sector employment as a percentage of total employment is higher than the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average (see Figure 4).

### Figure 4: Employment in public sector as a percentage of total employment, 2013


Note: this covers OECD countries for which 2013 data are available. The United States of America and Germany are omitted for this reason.
These figures do not consider outsourced services, such as welfare-to-work and a range of back-office services in the UK, nor the coverage of services, which makes it difficult to directly compare the efficiency of public-sector workforces. As Deloitte has pointed out, however, developed economies tend to “dedicate a greater share of their workforce and GDP to the public sector than less developed countries.” There are clear exceptions to this rule, however. New Zealand, a country which provides similar levels of public services to the UK, is noted for its efficient approach to workforce management. Since the 1980s, it has built one of the world’s most efficient governments (in terms of measures including wasteful spending and transparency of policymaking) by aiming to keep civil service numbers low. According to the World Economic Forum, the quality of its civil service is superior to all OECD countries other than Finland. At the very least, New Zealand’s size lays down a marker for any government looking to improve efficiency.

1.3 How we got here

Today’s relatively large public-sector workforce (by international standards) is despite a reduction of half a million workers since 2010 (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: The number of public-sector workers, 1961 – 2016


---

8 While not a mirror image of the UK’s public sector, New Zealand is far from dissimilar. The New Zealand Government estimates that it outsources activities to the tune of 19 per cent of GDP. This is compared to the UK’s approximate spend of 13 per cent of GDP. These cover similar services, such as ICT and consultancy work. Others, such as probation services, are not, however, outsourced, as parts are in the UK. Reform calculations. Adam Sutherland, New Zealand Government Procurement (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2015); National Audit Office, Government Commercial and Contracting: An Overview of the NAO’s Work, 2016; Office for National Statistics, “Gross Domestic Product: Chained Volume Measures: Seasonally Adjusted £m”, 23 December 2016.
10 As before, these figures exclude workforce numbers for outsourced services provided by organisations independent of government.
Recent changes follow a history of fluctuating workforce sizes. These have been the result of policy decisions made by successive governments. The 1960s and 1970s saw a faith in bureaucrats as disinterested administrators, doing their best to serve the predictable needs of citizens. This was combined with Keynesian economic theory that argued for public-sector spending to increase employment.11 Against this background, public-sector workforce numbers were increased to meet demand.

This consensus was shattered after 1979. The shift to neo-liberalism (comprising monetarism, supply side economics and pro-market theory) was an attempt to break a period of stagflation and long-term unemployment, and led to a focus on the efficiency of the public sector and its workforce.12 ‘New Public Management’ (NPM) was introduced to create a leaner, financially austere public-sector workforce, which looked to mirror the private sector’s focus on customer service.13 This included the use of quasi-markets for public service delivery to drive efficiency and improve choice for users.14 The result was a drastic shrinking of the size of the public-sector workforce over two decades.

This approach lasted until Tony Blair was elected on a “third-way” platform, which looked to reap the benefits of economic liberalism, while increasing public investment to improve services.15 The public-sector workforce expanded as governments between 1997 and 2010 tried to increase the range and quality of public services during a booming economy.16 In absolute terms, the size of the public-sector workforce reached levels close to numbers in the 1960s.

Governments since 2010, in response to a severe fiscal debt and deficit following the 2008 financial crisis, have returned to a model which again looks to drive efficiency through reducing workforce numbers and developing a more sophisticated quasi-market system. The result has been a reduction in absolute numbers, although it is questionable how strategic the approach has been (see Section 3.1).

1.4 Public and private-sector workforces

Since 2008, both the private and public sector have responded to deteriorating finances by, at the very least, trying to increase productivity in services for which they do not want to cut coverage.

Productivity increases are achieved by improving the input-to-output ratio of resources.17 During austere times, this will largely see inputs being reduced to achieve similar or better outputs – although governments should look to achieve value for money by focussing on outcomes that matter to citizens (see Section 2.2). Traditional approaches to workforce design hold that more experienced, better-educated and better-paid employees will produce better outputs.18 Yet, this does not appear to be borne out by recent evidence from the private and public sectors: despite the public sector outstripping the private sector on all three measures (see Figure 6), it may not be keeping up with the private

---

14 Ibid.
17 Although this does not, of course, consider whether the best-value inputs are used. For a further discussion of this, see: Office for National Statistics, *Public Service Productivity Estimates: Total Public Services*, 2016.
sector in productivity increases. Though not directly comparable,\(^\text{19}\) productivity rose by an average of 1.6 per cent per year across the economy between 1997 and 2012,\(^\text{20}\) whilst public-sector productivity increased by just 0.2 per cent per year.\(^\text{21}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee characteristic</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Private sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aged 16 to 24</td>
<td>5 per cent</td>
<td>15 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 34 to 49</td>
<td>44 per cent</td>
<td>36 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>67 per cent</td>
<td>42 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>32 per cent</td>
<td>26 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average hours per week</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean gross earnings excluding overtime</td>
<td>£16.36 per hour</td>
<td>£14.12 per hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualifications

- Degree or above: 47 per cent, 28 per cent
- GCSE grades A-C or below: 22 per cent, 38 per cent
- Motivated (2015): 30 per cent, 36 per cent

Job tenure (2015)

- > 10 years: 40 per cent, 23 per cent
- > 20 years: 14 per cent, 7 per cent

# 2
## The value-for-money equation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Considering demands and expectations</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.1</td>
<td>Demands</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.2</td>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lagging productivity is unacceptable to taxpayers and service users, and leaves little room for improving outcomes. To achieve better value for money, the public sector will have to increase productivity, but also drastically improve its effectiveness and outcomes. To do both, public services must fundamentally reform – rather than simply cut – their workforce. This will enable not only improved efficiency, but also the ability to adapt to the changing demands and expectations of the population, and thereby improve the quality of services.

2.1 Productivity

The Government recognises the importance of improving productivity across the whole economy. The Chancellor recently described the productivity gap between the UK and other G7 countries as “shocking”. Public-sector productivity has received less attention, however. It was given little space in the Treasury’s 2015 productivity plan, for example, and was overlooked in the Chancellor’s 2016 Autumn Statement speech.

One possible reason for this lack of attention is that the data available on public-sector productivity are inadequate and inconsistent. In the Civil Service, there are some international comparative measures of government effectiveness, but the underlying data behind calculations are not public and so not open to external scrutiny. The productivity of police forces is currently not measured at all. While policing outputs are understandably difficult to measure, as a large part of their work is preventative, it is not satisfactory to have a major public expenditure which does not measure productivity. Healthcare is also to some extent dominated by prevention efforts, yet the Office for National Statistics (ONS) provides productivity estimates, and increasing health productivity has become an area of attention. The Carter review recently identified opportunities to save the NHS £5 billion a year by 2020-21 through better use of the workforce, amongst other reforms.

Though narrow in its focus, the Carter review reflects an important problem: the public-sector workforce is not as productive as it could be. Overall, public-sector productivity has stagnated for two decades. Across this period, real-terms public-sector spending increased by an average of 3.1 per cent each year, almost 16 times faster than productivity (see Figure 7).

24 Elizabeth Crowhurst, Amy Finch, and Eleonora Harwich, Towards a More Productive State (Reform, 2015).
29 Crowhurst, Finch, and Harwich, Towards a More Productive State.
ONS figures show a wide variation in productivity performance across different public services (see Figure 8). Since 1997, there has been a decline in social-care and public-order productivity with recent improvements in the NHS and the education sector.\footnote{Office for National Statistics, ‘Public Service Productivity Estimates: Total Public Services, 2012’, 2015.}
Poor productivity has tangible effects on the public sector. Healthcare is a case in point. The NHS Five Year Forward View sets out £22 billion of efficiency savings. If the NHS is to meet this target, it must achieve 2.2 per cent productivity improvements annually as well as managing demand. However, trend growth for healthcare productivity suggests that this may be optimistic: since 1979 NHS productivity has grown on average by 1.2 per cent a year (see Figure 9). If NHS productivity follows this trend, it will miss its efficiency target.


Note: Public order and safety includes input and output for prisons, courts and probation services but excludes the police.

Figure 8: Office for National Statistics productivity estimates for different public service areas


Note: Public order and safety includes input and output for prisons, courts and probation services but excludes the police.
2.2 Considering demands and expectations

Addressing the size and cost of the workforce is critical to improving productivity. However, to achieve value for money, public services must go further and improve the quality of outcomes. This is conceptually difficult: it is much easier to measure inputs (such as money) and outputs (the number of interventions – such as GP appointments – delivered), than outcomes (the wellbeing of citizens). Doing so would require a reflection of the changing demands and expectations of citizens.

2.2.1 Demands

Many public services are facing increased demand, largely due to changing demographics and technological advancement. To cope with these, increasing efficiency will not be enough. The essential way in which they are changing must be considered to achieve better value for money.

An ageing population is placing considerable strain on public services: both directly through increased demand, for example on health and social-care services, and indirectly by reducing available expenditure for other services. It is expected that the number of people aged over 75 will continue to grow, increasing from 5.4 million in 2015 to 8.8 million in 2035.\textsuperscript{35} Over 65s consume a disproportionate amount of NHS spend, with the average 85-year-old man costing seven times more than the average man in his late 30s.\textsuperscript{36} Furthermore, more people of working age are living with long-term conditions. In 2013-14, just under half of adult social-care expenditure went on working-age people.\textsuperscript{37}

In the decade to 2011-12, working-age adults were the largest and fastest-growing

\textsuperscript{35} House of Lords Select Committee on Public Service and Demographic Change, \textit{Ready for Ageing?}, 2013.
\textsuperscript{36} Delphine Robineau, \textquote{Ageing Britain: Two-Fifths of NHS Budget is Spent on over-65s}, \textit{The Guardian}, 1 February 2016.
disabled group, numbering 5.7 million.\textsuperscript{38} This is a trend set to continue.\textsuperscript{39} Increased prevalence of obesity, diabetes and mental ill health are all placing additional strains on services.\textsuperscript{40}

Government’s response to these demands has been to point to increased inputs into the healthcare system: more money\textsuperscript{41} and extra staff.\textsuperscript{42} Increased inputs will not necessarily meet the needs of patients, however. For example, a record 115,425 hospital-bed days were lost to delayed discharge in June 2016 alone – an 80 per cent increase from 2011.\textsuperscript{43} This is in part due to cuts in social care, which can allow patients to live more comfortable, independent lives – a clear ‘outcome’. With few plans to adjust this funding imbalance, needs are unlikely to be met in the best way for these vulnerable patients.\textsuperscript{44} Similarly, as pupil numbers are going up, limiting class sizes is often an area of political debate.\textsuperscript{45} However, increasing inputs to ensure smaller classes is neither efficient, nor does it ensure more satisfactory outcomes.\textsuperscript{46}

In addition to the demographic changes affecting healthcare services, trends in criminal behaviour are shifting the demands on police services. Between 2010-11 and 2015-16 the number of recorded sexual offences rose by 102 per cent.\textsuperscript{47} Whilst this drastic increase is mainly driven by changing attitudes to reporting and recording,\textsuperscript{48} it represents significant changes to the demands of the policing workforce. Recently published experimental statistics showed that there were 5.2 million examples of fraud and computer misuse in the year ending September 2016, almost as many as the 6.2 million traditional crimes.\textsuperscript{49} Other crimes reportedly on the rise are child sexual exploitation, female genital mutilation and modern slavery.\textsuperscript{50}

Simply improving the efficiency of public-sector workers – vital though that is – will not be sufficient to address these changing demands. More radical structural reforms are necessary alongside new skill sets, as discussed in forthcoming chapters.

\subsection*{2.2.2 Expectations}

The expectations of users are changing as the population is becoming more used to digital services. While some sectors are adjusting accordingly, with up to 80 per cent of banking now taking place online,\textsuperscript{51} many public services are not keeping pace. Despite 82 per cent of the adult population using the internet every day,\textsuperscript{52} the UK does not rank well when it comes to proportion of citizens connecting with public authorities online.\textsuperscript{53} The 2016 GP Patient Survey showed that just 6.7 per cent of people had booked appointments online, with 0.6 per cent having accessed their medical records.\textsuperscript{54} This is despite 34 per cent claiming they would prefer to book their GP appointments online,\textsuperscript{55} suggesting that information about its availability or the convenience of systems needs to be improved.\textsuperscript{56} Local government can also do more to engage digitally with the public: a
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2014 survey showed that only 29 per cent of people thought that their council was embracing the opportunities new technology offers.\textsuperscript{57}

People also expect to be able to connect to police services digitally. In a 2014 international survey, 79 per cent of respondents said that they would like to have digital interaction with the police in addition to, or instead of, face-to-face interaction.\textsuperscript{58} In the UK, 76 per cent wanted to engage with police digitally, but only 38 per cent said that this was currently possible.\textsuperscript{59} While the extent of online police access may be increasing in some areas, by improving the routes to reporting crimes online,\textsuperscript{60} this gap between the policing services offered and the public demand needs to be addressed – to the benefit of both parties.

Where the public sector is not providing certain types of services, people have paid to access them in the private sector. For example, Babylon, an artificially intelligent medical app which triages patients over instant message on their smartphones, charges its users £5 a month for instant online access to GPs.\textsuperscript{61} The service was set up in the UK in 2015 and now has 350,000 users.\textsuperscript{62} A recent Care Quality Commission inspection found the service safe, effective, caring and responsive.\textsuperscript{63} This speaks to the increasing expectation of instant and convenient access to services.

\textsuperscript{57} PwC, ‘Digital Expectations: Are Local Authorities in Tune with the Public When It Comes to Digital?’, Webpage, (2014).
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There are a host of barriers to improving value for money in the public-sector workforce. These include the size and hierarchy of public-sector bodies, alongside the skills of workers. This suggests that the public sector is not constructed in the best way to meet the needs of citizens today, nevermind tomorrow. Part 2 of the paper offers ideas for reform.

3.1 Workforce design

To meet demands, both today and in the medium term, public-sector workforces must take a strategic approach to organising the workforce. Put simply, this means identifying demand and shaping resources accordingly. Yet, even this simple formula has not been followed in practice.

The police service is a case in point. In a drive to meet budget reductions, it has reduced the size of its workforce. Without being able to use compulsory redundancy for police officers, however, Chief Constables have been constrained in their ability to shape their workforce to best meet local demand. One person interviewed for this paper explained that the police could not take a strategic approach to reducing the size of their workforce, but instead had to wait for officers to retire and focus redundancies on police staff (that is, civilians). Across the service, this has led to skills being deployed ineffectively. The Winsor review highlighted that officers are now being paid higher salaries for doing tasks that police staff could do.64 Indeed, specialist police staff may be better equipped to meet the demands of twenty-first century policing by, for example, tackling cybercrime (see Section 5.1.3).

Strategic approaches are lacking elsewhere. For example, money has been wasted rehiring staff made redundant following the 2008 financial crisis. In 2014, the NHS re-hired nearly 4,000 staff and similar behaviours have been seen in local government, the police and fire service.65 Such an ad hoc approach builds in administration costs and may disrupt working, instead of following a strategy to achieve medium-term goals.

The Civil Service does not appear to have considered the medium-term effects of money-saving measures. For example, the 2010 update to its redundancy compensation scheme resulted in an increase in the number of civil servants leaving.66 Interviewees for this paper suggested that high-performing civil servants left first, which is consistent with experience in the private sector.67

3.2 Size

As international comparisons highlight, the UK public sector is larger than many other OECD nations (see Section 1.2). Despite recent policies to reduce its size, many areas remain oversized.

In particular, the public-sector workforce is administratively heavy. The NHS has had a consistently high level of administration. In secondary care, 18 per cent of employees – or 191,000 people – fill administrative roles.68 These ratios do not include the administrative work carried out by clinicians, which is substantial. The Royal College of Nursing argues that 17 to 19 per cent of nursing time is spent on “non-essential” paperwork.69 The BMA found that trainee doctors spend 15 per cent of their time on administrative work; others have put the figure for junior doctors as high as 70 per cent.70 Across primary care, there are 10 receptionists for every 14 clinicians – and almost one per GP.71

69 Royal College of Nursing, ‘Nurses Spend 2.5 Million Hours a Week on Paperwork’, 25 April 2013.
70 Laura Donnelly, ‘Junior Doctors “Spend up to 70 per Cent of Time on Paperwork”’, 8 December 2015.
The same is true elsewhere. The Civil Service has 154,000 defined administrative jobs, and the education workforce 89,700. Administrative staff tend to be in the lower tiers of the hierarchy. Though a top-heavy workforce would struggle to meet the needs of citizens who require interaction with Whitehall, some of the largest government departments have disproportionately large administrative bodies compared to the Civil Service as a whole (see Figure 10).

**Figure 10: Job roles within the largest government departments (full-time equivalent)**

![Job roles within the largest government departments](image)


Note: figures include agency bodies.

A significant proportion of administrative functions can be fully automated and replaced through integrated working. According to Deloitte, over the last 15 years, technology has replaced 50 per cent of many administrative and operative jobs in the UK private sector, including secretarial, call-centre and librarian roles. Whilst there are no publicly available figures on the proportion of public sector jobs that have been automated, there is a large body of evidence that suggests up to 9 in 10 administrative roles could be replaced by technology (see Chapter 4).

### 3.3 Decision-making layers

Today’s public sector has also failed to organise itself most efficiently in terms of hierarchy. Public services are seen as hierarchical and process-driven – separating thinking and action, and based on a replication of previous approaches. This is a waste of talent and resource. As one expert put it: “In today’s fast-changing, knowledge-based economy, this static, top-down conception of management has proven to be inefficient; it wastes the talent, creativity, and energy of most people in these organizations.”

Interviewees for this paper spoke of a “frozen middle” layer of decision-making across all public services. This refers to middle managers in organisations who are unwilling and unable to execute ideas, without looking for guidance from above – acting as a road block to action.

---
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This is conspicuous in the Civil Service. HMRC was criticised in 2011 by the Treasury Select Committee for having thirteen management layers, which stopped people from exercising their skills.\(^{77}\) In the same year, then Minister for the Cabinet Office Francis Maude argued that “civil servants often find themselves frustrated by bureaucracy and red tape, by numerous layers of management, and by a culture that tends to value the generalist over the specialist, and process over outcome.”\(^{78}\) Senior officials at the DWP have also complained of a “highly hierarchical culture” which fails to treat ideas equally.\(^{79}\) Deloitte considers public-sector organisations to have “excessive layers” when they have eight or more levels of employee grades.\(^{80}\) By this metric, all major Whitehall departments have too many decision-making layers (see Figure 11).

**Figure 11: Number of grades in Whitehall Departments**

![Bar chart showing the number of grades in Whitehall Departments.](chart)

Sources: Cabinet Office, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2016; HM Revenue and Customs, *HMRC Organisational Structure Data: 31 March 2016*, 2016; HM Treasury, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2015; Department for Communities and Local Government, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2014; Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2015; Department for Work and Pensions, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2016; Department of Health, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2016; Department of Energy and Climate Change, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2013; Department for Transport, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2016; Department for Education, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2015; Department for Culture, Media and Sport, *Organogram of Staff Roles and Salaries*, 2014.

Note: Data ranges from 2013 to 2016 figures, but in all cases the most up-to-date numbers have been provided. Home Office, Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Justice have been excluded because the data contain non-Whitehall staff.


\(^{78}\) Francis Maude, ‘Francis Maude Speech to Civil Service Live’, 7 May 2011.


The same arguments have been made for police forces. The College of Policing Leadership Review argued for “[r]educing hierarchy and bureaucracy by adopting flatter structures and increasing the span of command”.81 In 2015, then Police and Crime Commissioner for Dyfed Powys, Christopher Salmon, spoke of purchasing decisions passing through five ranks before reaching the Chief Inspector (an upper-middle manager) – where it “disappeared from view”.82 More concerning, Salmon points to “fiddled crime figures, rogue behaviour in undercover units, the iniquities of stop and search, [and] inexcusable failures to know what was happening in grooming gangs” as symptoms of excessive management layers.83

3.4 Skills and culture

Public services also suffer from a skills deficit in key areas, such as technology and leadership. This has consistently been highlighted by policymakers and watchdogs, such as the NAO and select committees, in recent years. Soft skills are equally important and have received less attention. Without reform, a skills gap will undermine attempts to improve value for money in the public sector.

3.4.1 A skills gap

Technology is capable of transforming the public sector in a myriad of ways, but there is frustration at the pace of change.84 This is partly due to a lack of high-end digital capacity.85 HMRC, for example, has identified a 25 per cent skills gap in its IT workforce.86 Academics have argued that Whitehall lags a decade behind the private sector with respect to the adoption of technology.87 The digital skills gap extends beyond the civil service.88 In 2013, the NAO concluded that “the UK lacks technical skills” to fight cybercrime and that the “current pipeline of graduates and practitioners would not meet demand.”89 Baroness Martha Lane Fox has laid out digital proposals for the NHS.90 These include supporting patients to book appointments and order prescriptions online; free Wi-Fi in every NHS building; and engaging patients with long-term conditions with digital tools such as remote monitoring and tele-visits.91 The strategy recognises skills gaps in the capability of the workforce to develop such a system. It recommends “training, support and mentorship programmes” for staff to feel comfortable using technology and recommending it to patients.92

The skills gap is not confined to technology, however. Leadership is the key to transformation in any organisation.93 Yet the public sector is not adequately training and appointing new leaders. A 2016 report found that 27 per cent of public-sector workers think their leaders lack the skills required for a period of change.94 In the NHS, one in ten chief-executive positions are unfilled and turnover is high.95 In education, 72 per cent of schools with head teacher vacancies have struggled to recruit.96
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3.4.2 Mistakes are repeated

Recent governments have acknowledged that IT, leadership and commercial skills in particular need to be addressed.\(^97\) Culture can also inhibit the delivery of value for money, where the public sector fails to learn from repeated mistakes. In many instances, these errors may not be the result of neglect or incompetence, but preventable mistakes that have occurred – and not been learned from – before.

A failure to learn from mistakes pervades healthcare. There are an estimated 12,000 avoidable deaths each year in hospital, but it is unknown which deaths these are of the total 250,000 hospital deaths.\(^98\) In 2014, Frontier Economics calculated that preventable adverse events cost the NHS up to £2.56 billion a year.\(^99\) The Care Quality Commission (CQC) has identified a failure to prioritise learning from, and inconsistencies in investigating, possibly preventable patient deaths in the NHS, which has resulted in this dearth of knowledge.\(^100\) High-profile cases may be instructive, however. Elaine Bromiley died during a routine surgical procedure, in which nurses identified a solution, but were not consulted by the under-pressure anaesthetists.\(^101\) Nurses respected the strict hierarchy of the operating theatre and did not intervene\(^102\) – a failure of the system’s structure, not deviance, inattention or lack of ability from individuals. More open cultures in healthcare have improved safety dramatically (see Section 5.1.2.1).

The same failure to learn appears to arise in other public services. In 2012, the Coalition Government cancelled a competition on the West Coast Main Line franchise due to flaws in the calculations underpinning the bid.\(^103\) Instead of encouraging civil servants to learn from the mistake, then Secretary of State for Transport, Patrick McLoughlin, explained that he was “not going to apologise for the terrible mistake that has been made by the Department”.\(^104\) Then Prime Minister David Cameron reportedly pointed the finger at civil servants for the error.\(^105\) Similar errors have occurred elsewhere in the Civil Service. In 2007, for example, spreadsheet errors led to the Home Office underestimating the number of foreign nationals in employment by 300,000.\(^106\) In 2015, the Home Office found an error in its police-force funding formula.\(^107\) Of course, it is plausible that these errors were due to individual malevolence or incompetence. Regardless, errors were made in each case, which suggests that – whether blameworthy or not – the Civil Service had not built the structures to ensure they were not repeated. Margaret Hodge, then chair of the Public Accounts Committee, pointed to the lack of transparency necessary to understand what went wrong to avoid similar mistakes in the future.\(^108\)

3.4.3 Lack of innovation

Blame games have contributed to a widely recognised risk-averse culture amongst public-sector workers.\(^109\) In 2014, Maude pointed to fear of making mistakes as a source of the unwillingness to innovate:

> Too often there is a risk aversion within the public sector. People feel unable to try new things. Governments are very good at looking at new ideas and finding reasons not to
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do them... The greatest mistake is to never try anything new or to stick to something that doesn’t work.110

For example, digital transformation has been hampered by anxiously over its compliance. A survey of more than 5,000 public-sector staff found that 92 per cent were concerned over the use of cloud computing in the public sector because of data security.111 Previous Reform research highlighted a risk-averse attitude to procurement, which has led to officials following legacy approaches and focusing on the price of items bought, instead of looking to design and expand new platforms to buy goods and services to create outcomes appropriate to users.112 Swapping traditional approaches for innovative uses of technology seen in other nations could save the Exchequer up to 50 per cent of its spend on some items.113

Another inhibitor to innovation has been following traditional approaches to service delivery. This, argues Patrick Dunleavy, has stifled previous attempts to advance technology.114 There is a discrepancy between the way digital leaders see technology (as underpinning service transformation) and how the rest of Whitehall see it (as IT) (see Figure 12). Simply speeding up traditional approaches to problem solving through faster computer systems is not sufficient.

Figure 12: Perception of digital and technology in Whitehall


Note: The NAO surveyed ‘digital and technology leaders’ across government departments and agencies in August 2015.
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For example, despite healthcare being a hotbed of innovation, the NHS has not used technology to change working practices. General practice has historically been considered receptive to technology – adopting computer-based patient records before hospitals, for instance.\textsuperscript{115} Yet, recent advances, as simple as online triaging and instant messaging, have been used to speed up business as usual, rather than reduce demand by signposting the estimated 17 per cent of appointments used by the so-called “worried well”.\textsuperscript{116}

### 3.5 Motivation

A further barrier to increasing value for money is poor levels of motivation. According to the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), 59 per cent of public-sector workers are not satisfied with their job and in most sectors motivation is an issue (see Figure 13).\textsuperscript{117}

#### Figure 13: Motivation and engagement in individual public sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Engagement and motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Eighty-two per cent of English teachers are satisfied with their job – below the OECD average of 91 per cent. Only 35 per cent of English teachers believe the profession is valued in society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>Fifty-six per cent of police officers rate their morale as low. Ninety per cent say force morale is low and 94 per cent believe police service morale is low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Service</td>
<td>In Whitehall, 70 per cent of senior civil servants feel motivated compared to just 38 percent of middle and junior-rank civil servants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Motivation in the NHS is higher than other sectors. Scored out of five, staff motivation stands at 3.92. Frontline staff are more motivated than managerial and administrative staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Poor motivation affects productivity. This is the case in the private sector.\textsuperscript{118} According to Gallup, unmotivated workers in the USA are 18 per cent less productive.\textsuperscript{119} Organisations with engaged employees are more productive, have a lower turnover and up to 100 per cent more applications for job vacancies.\textsuperscript{120}

High rates of absenteeism may be caused by low levels of motivation.\textsuperscript{121} In 2014, the average public-sector worker took 8.1 days of sick leave, compared to 5.1 days per worker in the private sector.\textsuperscript{122} Figures from 2015 show that at any one time 4.4 per cent of NHS staff are off sick with a wide variation in sick rates between different NHS roles.\textsuperscript{123} This compares to 1.8 per cent in the private sector.\textsuperscript{124}
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3.6 Recruitment

The public sector needs people with the right skills to cope with the significant challenges outlined in this chapter. While training and continuous development are important, a large part of securing a qualified workforce is to attract people with the right qualifications and best potential in the first place. Different public-sector areas experience different challenges.

Within the Civil Service, a large majority of digital leaders have quoted pay limitations as an inhibitor to the recruitment and retention of people with digital skills. Frustration has also been expressed over the need to transfer people to other positions or departments to offer them higher pay – a requirement which has been described as a form of poaching between departments. Pay inflexibility may be one of the reasons that spending on consultancies has been high in the Civil Service, despite the much increased cost per individual employee. Specifically, it may explain why the public sector as a whole accounts for almost 24 per cent of the digital-consultancy market.

Inability to compete on salaries was also a dominant theme throughout interviews for this paper. The Civil Service Commission has pointed out that, of the 158 roles advertised in 2015-16 at SCS pay-band 2 and above, 124 were filled – but of the 34 where no appointments were made, 35 per cent were for commercial directors. Despite having unusual flexibility to offer more generous pay packages, recruitment difficulty is likely to be because the pay differentials between public and private-sector commercial directors are still too large. Some departments have found measures to circumvent pay restrictions, but greater flexibility needs to be implemented across the Civil Service (see Section 6.1.1)

To identify the best potential employees, graduate schemes are becoming increasingly popular. However, the schemes are failing to put forward sufficient evidence to support the assertion that those who do well academically will necessarily make for better civil servants, teachers, police officers and social workers (see Section 6.2). Currently, schemes do not adequately monitor the extent to which their specific intake produce better outcomes than a different, and perhaps more diverse intake would have done.

The public sector also needs to prepare for new ways of working. By 2020 it is estimated that 43 per cent of the American workforce will be working freelance. While the so-called ‘gig’ economy – where workers support themselves by flexible jobs acquired on online platforms – is also growing in the UK, the public sector is not keeping up with the potential benefits of flexible employment methods, with very few examples of implementation so far. With restrained budgets, but an urgent need for qualified labour, public-sector employers should look to take advantage of the opportunities that contingent-labour platforms offer (see Section 6.4). Furthermore, they should adopt a more flexible approach when allocating people to tasks within their workforce – traditional thinking about qualification requirements and team structures will not be the best way to achieve value for money in a future-proof public sector, as outlined in Section 5.1.3.
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Though specific aims differ, all areas of the public-sector workforce should look to achieve the best outcomes for the lowest level of input possible. A critical step to achieving this is to get the size and structure of the workforce right. A less hierarchical model which exploits advances in technology can help managers construct a leaner workforce, capable of more efficiently meeting the expectations and needs of service users.

4.1 Shape and size

As Chapter 3 outlined, the public sector has not taken a consistent approach to workforce size. Between now and 2030, several interviewees for this paper insisted, policymakers can reduce the size of the workforce, while better meeting the needs of service users. In line much of the literature, 2030 will be used here as a medium-term date, which allows time for public services to implement changes offered by current technology.\(^{134}\)

Broadly speaking, technology can disrupt jobs in three areas:\(^{135}\)

1. **Administration or operative roles**, in which activities are repetitive and predictable.
2. **Interactive or frontline roles**, which require a high degree of personal interaction.
3. **Cognitive roles**, which require strategic thinking and complex reasoning.

The automatibility of jobs is not binary, however.\(^{136}\) Rather, within jobs, public-sector leaders should look at the tasks that can be automated.\(^{137}\) McKinsey conclude that up to 45 per cent of activities in the US labour market can be automated by current technologies.\(^{138}\) This will not translate into 45 per cent of jobs being automated – though some have the potential to be – but the automation of a significant proportion of tasks does present opportunities for reductions in headcount.

The most comprehensive study is Carl Frey and Michael Osborne’s 2013 analysis.\(^{139}\) It sets out the potential for automation of over 700 roles based on currently available technology.\(^{140}\) The Bank of England used it to calculate that 15 million jobs in the UK economy are at risk of automation.\(^{141}\) Applying this data to public services reveals significant opportunities for the automation of tasks.

4.1.1 Administrative and operational

Administrative and operational functions are repetitive and predictable activities, which can be desk-based administrative roles, or physical roles such as cleaners.\(^{142}\) Deloitte counts 1.3 million of these roles across the public sector.\(^{143}\) These functions can, in many instances, be fully automated and replaced through integrated working.

In Whitehall, pioneering departments have made efforts to reduce the number of these roles. HMRC, for example, has reduced the workforce from 96,000 in 2005 to 60,000 a decade later through expanding online services and rolling out real-time information, enabling less contact between tax advisers and users.\(^{144}\) HMRC’s ambitions do not stop there: to meet its aim of becoming “diamond shaped” (to reduce the lower level of
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administration,\textsuperscript{145} it will need to remove a further 11,000 administrative jobs, assuming numbers of staff at other levels remain constant.\textsuperscript{146}

Other departments can follow HMRC’s lead. In 2015, DWP officials mooted reducing employee numbers by 30,000.\textsuperscript{147} The Department has made progress towards this aim, becoming diamond-shaped in 2016 after cutting over 5,000 jobs in a year.\textsuperscript{148} Changes to the number of employees in other roles means DWP still needs to remove 26,000 roles to meet the 30,000 target.\textsuperscript{148} Making all central government departments and their agencies diamond-shaped would require the reduction of 36,500 administrative staff.\textsuperscript{150}

Public services can go much further, however. Frey and Osborne’s analysis reveals a 96 per cent probability of automation of Whitehall’s 137,460 administrator roles, which would entail a reduction of 131,962 jobs.\textsuperscript{151} This would save £2.6 billion from Whitehall’s 2016-17 wage bill, some of which could be invested in the development of technology to improve services.\textsuperscript{152} The same principle can be applied to NHS administrators. Here, Frey and Osborne’s most conservative estimate reveals an 81 per cent chance of automation.\textsuperscript{153} Excluding primary care, this would entail the reduction of 91,308 jobs.\textsuperscript{154} On the best available data, this would represent a saving of £1.7 billion on the 2015-16 wage bill.\textsuperscript{155} GP numbers can be gleaned from current practice. A pioneering GP provider interviewed for this paper has a clinician-to-receptionist ratio of up to 5:1, which, if replicated across the country could reduce GP receptionist numbers by over 24,000 from their 2015 total (see Figure 14).\textsuperscript{156} Integration of back-office administration across multiple practices and online booking facilitates this.\textsuperscript{157}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{The potential effect of automation on selected jobs}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{146} Reform calculations. Ibid.
\textsuperscript{147} Sarah Neville, ‘Pensions Staff Face 30,000 Job Cuts’, \textit{Financial Times}, 3 August 2015.
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\textsuperscript{155} Best available data being the mean annual earnings of those filling roles described as ‘support to clinical staff’, under the ‘non-medical staff’ heading. The average salary for a FTE employee in the 12-month period to February 2016 was £19,333. NHS Digital, \textit{NHS Staff Earnings Estimates to September 2016}, 2016.
\textsuperscript{156} NHS Digital, \textit{NHS Workforce Statistics - June 2016}, Provisional Statistics.
Policing has a small number of administrators. According to official statistics, 1,640 of the 127,000 police workforce are administrators.\(^{158}\) A majority of these are call-centre operators, which, according to Frey and Osborne’s calculations, returns a reduction of 1,590 jobs in total.\(^{159}\) Though this may be high in percentage terms, in absolute numbers it is a much more modest reduction and to the police’s credit that the current administrative workforce is lean.

In total, this analysis returns a possible automation, according to Frey and Osborne’s figures, of 248,860 job roles.

Administrative roles encompass a wide range of activities, from people updating datasets to call-centre operators. While there is no public information breaking down these roles, FOIs suggest that call centre operators fill many roles. DWP alone, for example, employed an average of 3,832 between April 2015 and March 2016.\(^{160}\) According to Frey and Osborne, these roles have a 97 per cent chance of being automated.\(^{161}\) This can be done by following HMRC’s lead of placing rudimentary tasks online, and preventing people calling by providing updates of the progress of interactions which are commonly made (see Figure 15). More broadly, public-sector bodies could advertise online services when people call, or make online services more easily accessible than phone numbers. Processes must nevertheless remain for those who need to use the telephone to contact services – which necessitates a small proportion of operators remaining in place.
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\(^{161}\) Frey and Osborne, *The Future of Employment: How Susceptible Are Jobs to Computerisation?*
Figure 15: GOV.UK Notify

Government receives millions of calls each year from people checking up on the progress of anything from passport applications to benefits claims. GOV.UK Notify aims to reduce these calls by sending notifications via text messages, emails or letters. The Home Office has begun using GOV.UK Notify to notify people of the progress of their passport applications. Official data on its outcomes are unavailable, but interviewees for this paper familiar with the programme argued it is reducing unnecessary contacts.

It could be further used for: MOT reminders for vehicle owners; Jobseeker’s Allowance claims progress; Lasting Power of Attorney updates; and Universal Credit updates.


More complex administrative roles can also be automated. McKinsey argues that finance-officer roles can be cut by 45 per cent, while Deloitte calculates that 39 per cent of legal-associate can be automated. Robotic-process automation has been used in legal services to replace basic-regulatory-search tasks, find precedents and conduct research.

A more radical approach would be to use a distributed ledger, which records transactions securely and transparently. Blockchain is one example identified by government. Sweden has piloted it to record property ownership instantly, instead of waiting months for documents to be processed. Blockchain can also execute transactions automatically through ‘smart contracts’, which carry out functions if pre-defined conditions have been met. Businesses could, for example, set up real-time tax payments when they receive income – and automatically receive rebates where appropriate. DWP could automatically pay and update social security in reaction to a recipient’s work status – a compliment to Universal Credit, which pays benefits dynamically, based, in part, on working hours. This could remove the need for administrators to process claims in the largest government departments – helping them meet their aim of becoming diamond shaped. To attract blockchain suppliers, government should cultivate a market for this technology by using centralised procurement channels, such as G-Cloud.

4.1.2 Interactive and frontline roles

Interactive and frontline roles require substantial personal interaction, and include jobs such as doctors, nurses, teachers and police officers. These require communication and interactive skills that are less likely to be automated than administrative tasks.

Yet there is still potential to use automation to increase productivity – by enabling skilled practitioners to focus on activities that require currently non-automatable skills, and by reducing the tasks involved in a given role and thus reducing the overall headcount. McKinsey estimate that 30 per cent of a nurse’s activities could be automated – which include tasks such as collecting information and administering non-intravenous medications. For doctors, the figure ranges from 13 per cent to 31 per cent, depending on speciality. For example, McKinsey point to administering anaesthesia during simple procedures or reading radiological scans as automatable.
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IBM’s Watson computer: Watson is already, IBM claim, better at diagnosing lung cancer than humans, with a success rate of 90 per cent, compared to 50 per cent.\textsuperscript{173}

The logic of artificial intelligence (AI) technology is simple: machines learn by collecting information as a human would – but they can process this at a considerably faster speed. Watson can read 40 million documents in 15 seconds.\textsuperscript{174} Its creators argue that only 20 per cent of the knowledge human doctors use when making diagnoses and recommending treatments relies on trial-based evidence – and with 160 hours’ reading a week required to keep up with newly published medical knowledge, computers have a competitive advantage.\textsuperscript{175}

Surgery is another area on the verge of being disrupted. Autonomous robots, such as the Smart Tissue Autonomous Robot (STAR), have already outperformed human surgeons in routine procedures. This led to one surgeon involved in the research to comment that “maybe one day they’ll take over.”\textsuperscript{176} Dr Patrick Finlay has identified keyhole surgery as an area where robots could reduce the number of surgeons needed to deliver interventions.\textsuperscript{177}

Policing can also be revolutionised. Autonomous crowd-monitoring drones could replace police-helicopter-operating roles by identifying issues and deploying police officers most effectively on the ground.\textsuperscript{178} Facial-recognition technology has been applied by police forces across the world, notably in the US and Israel.\textsuperscript{179} In theory, used in CCTV or body cameras, this technology can more efficiently identify missing people, people committing crime or fugitives.\textsuperscript{180} Researchers in the US identified one of the Boston marathon bombers in 2013 using the technology.\textsuperscript{181} Detailed evaluations have yet to be undertaken and there are profound ethical questions about holding people’s images,\textsuperscript{182} but – after addressing the latter – UK police forces should evaluate and trial the technology to improve efficiency.

Though opportunities exist, consultants are less bullish about the automation of frontline roles in healthcare and policing, with the likelihood that these professionals will take on other, non-automatable roles to meet demand. Nevertheless, Deloitte research suggests that policymakers can keep the number of key workers, such as nurses, flat in absolute terms, thereby delivering better value for money for taxpayers (see Figure 16).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_16 Automation of nurse roles.png}
\caption{Automation of nurse roles}
\end{figure}
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4.1.3 Cognitive roles

Cognitive roles are those which require strategic thinking and complex reasoning, such as chief executives and senior managers. One-fifth of public-sector workers fill these roles.¹⁸³ These roles are least likely to be automated over the next ten to 20 years, but there are several areas where technology can improve senior officials’ work – increasing efficiency for them and the frontline staff who respond to their instructions.¹⁸⁴

Bureaucratic roles are on the cusp of being disrupted by AI. Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has announced plans to use AI to help civil servants to draft answers to questions put to Cabinet Ministers in parliamentary debates.¹⁸⁵ The UK government could work with Japanese counterparts to replicate this approach. After all, it presents an excellent opening for experimentation, with little cost of failure (vis-à-vis potential life lost in healthcare) and clear opportunities for efficiency if successful.

Predictive analytics is another key area. For example, burglary data is currently used by Santa Cruz City in the USA and West Yorkshire Police in the UK to identify areas at greatest risk of burglary to increase presence in those areas. With no additional officers, Santa Cruz reduced property theft by 19 per cent, while West Yorkshire Police reported a 25 per cent reduction.¹⁹⁵ As HMIC has recognised, predictive analytics “works; it is evidence; it is professional practice”.¹⁸⁷ Widespread use of data analytics would help fulfil the College of Policing’s aim for police officers to work to prevent crime – including across different public services, such as fire and healthcare.¹⁸⁸ Greater Manchester models risk of fire to support decisionmaking over how resources should be deployed in the region.¹⁸⁹ To deliver these approaches, the Government has correctly identified the need for a drastic improvement in collecting data and understanding what interventions work to reduce reoffending.¹⁹⁰

Use of analytics to predict demand also has applications in healthcare.¹⁹¹ In developed nations, Accenture estimates that 60 per cent of healthcare spending is consumed by 5 per cent of patients.¹⁹² Identifying when these patients are in risk of needing hospital care, and thereafter acting to avoid it, can save precious workforce time. For example, Accenture helped a hospital in Valencia reduce hospitalisations by 79 per cent amongst a test group of 500 patients through earlier interventions.¹⁹³ Granular population segmentation has been achieved in London, which allows managers to plan care and structure workforces around the needs of residents.¹⁹⁴ In Devon, risk profiling was 87 per cent accurate in predicting unscheduled admissions for the top 200 high-risk patients.¹⁹⁵ Expanding this approach across the NHS requires a serious improvement in data quality, understanding causality and focusing on outcomes important to services users, as Reform has pointed out.¹⁹⁶

¹⁸³ Deloitte, Automation Set to Transform Public Services, 2016.
¹⁸⁷ Stephen Otter, Speech to the Budget and Performance Committee, 2013.
¹⁹² Accenture, Predictive Health Analytics Models and Case Management for Improving Quality of Life and Reducing Unnecessary Consumption of Resources, 2015.
¹⁹³ Ibid.
¹⁹⁴ Oleg Bestsennyy, Tom Kibasi, and Ben Richardson, Understanding Patients’ Needs and Risk: A Key to a Better NHS, 2013.
These approaches require a different skills base to extract and analyse data from across public services.\(^{197}\) A new attitude to learning from data is also required for leaders to be able to identify these and similar opportunities (see Chapter 5). Government must also be careful to address users’ concerns where citizens interact with technology, particularly when sensitive information is being accessed. The problem with failing to do so is highlighted by the recent care.data episode, in which the programme was scrapped over concerns that people had not received adequate information about their right to opt out of sharing personal data.\(^ {198}\) Public campaigns and piloting software in small areas could create support for the software, instead of government being seen to force it on users reticent to share personal data.

### 4.2 Hierarchy

There is a growing evidence base showing that the hierarchy of organisations affects their efficiency. Governments have long been large, complex bureaucracies, but their increase in size over the course of the twentieth century led to their identification as inert and stifling innovation.\(^ {199}\) The Thatcher Governments moved away from their predecessors’ views of bureaucracy as a disinterested approach to delivering services, to looking for private-sector efficiency in administering public services.\(^ {200}\) Then, before becoming Prime Minister in 2010, David Cameron spoke of moving into the “post-bureaucratic age” in which structures were agile enough to respond to quickly to people’s needs.\(^ {201}\) Achieving this requires a step change in current thinking.

#### 4.2.1 Thawing the “frozen middle”

A theme of management literature is the need to remove hierarchy to streamline decision making and task execution.\(^ {202}\) This, it is argued, is essential to meet the increasing demands from consumers and citizens. As Deloitte has argued, “[t]he days of the top-down hierarchical organization are slowly coming to an end”.\(^ {203}\)

This requires infrastructure change to succeed. With fewer middle managers to monitor employees, information must be disseminated through organisations to allow those delivering services on the frontline to act autonomously. This should provide frontline workers with standardised procedures, yet empower them to deal with complex customers\(^ {204}\) and challenge assumptions of senior managers (for example, in the police force – a need the College of Policing has identified).\(^ {205}\) IT can provide junior employees with the information necessary to make these challenges, as well as allow leaders to collect data, take important decisions from afar, be consulted in real time and intervene speedily when something goes wrong.\(^ {206}\) Virgin has spoken of technology giving “staff more authority and autonomy to get work done and drive continual improvements to the organization’s policies and processes [through feedback].”\(^ {207}\) Leaders will have to encourage this autonomous behaviour and show a positive attitude to mistakes from people who have less experience of decision making (see Chapter 4).

#### 4.2.2 Self-management models

A radical change of hierarchy can meet needs more dynamically. A less hierarchical, self-management model is suited to organisations which must respond to unpredictable...
demand. These models put much more power into the hands of those executing tasks, which, it is argued, allows those closest to the problems to solve them and does not rely on removed management to deliver flawless solutions. In practice, it means employees are free to organise themselves around work that needs to be done – applying, for example, to be part of different teams on different projects. When projects finish, these teams disband. This removes ‘departments’ within organisations. People will even fill different roles within different teams – leading some and filling specific functions in others. Different variations of the model have found favour with hundreds of private-sector organisations – from the online clothes company, Zappos, to Morning Star, a company making food processors and even rigidly hierarchical institutions such as the US army, which has used this workforce model to allow officers to move quickly from administrative functions to mission-oriented projects.

Self-management models can be exploited by Whitehall departments and services that are designed to respond to changing demand or be self-directed in pursuit of policy. GDS lays down a marker here. It has a wide-ranging aim to work with the whole of government to improve public services, build digital platforms, improve use of government data, and improve decision making when procuring technology. To do so, people work in project-based, self-governing teams that work to defined objectives, such as building GOV.UK (as a 16-person team did in 12 weeks), or identifying opportunities for improvement across government (such as in the case of GOV.UK Notify). GDS teams are governed by ten design principles, which complement its mantra of being ‘consistent not uniform’.

GDS has been widely praised for driving efficiency – to the tune of £3.6 billion since 2012 – and improving the use of technology across the public sector. Elsewhere, more radical self-management models have improved the efficiency of government (see Figure 17).

Figure 17: Washington state government self-governing model

Washington Technology Solutions (WaTech) is the IT arm of Washington state government. Over the last two years it has employed a self-governing model within a disruptive division called e-gov.

This has led to positive results. Their staff ‘empowerment’ metric has reached 90 per cent – a 50 per cent increase since the model was established. The speed of processing operational issues is two minutes – down from 20 minutes at the start of the experiment.

The Government is now looking to understand whether these improvements can be replicated at scale. It is currently doing this through a controlled trial, in which a larger self-management model is pitted against a traditional hierarchical model.

The lesson of the trial is that bodies need a clear vision and strong leaders who will make tenacious decisions to drive reform. To ensure the longevity of the approach, leaders must collect data to show the effect of the change and allow other bodies to follow.


These models have traditionally been associated with IT projects, but as Ian Watmore, then Chief Operating Officer of the Cabinet Office’s Efficiency and Reform Group, argued in 2011, “there is no such thing as an IT project; there are only business projects that
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involv...216 Arm’s-length bodies that respond to variable demand could also benefit from this approach (see Figure 18).

### Figure 18: Arm’s-length bodies which could explore self-management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Current structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serious Fraud Office</td>
<td>Investigates and prosecutes serious or complex fraud, bribery and corruption.</td>
<td><img src="chart1.png" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition and Markets Authority</td>
<td>Promotes competition for the benefit of consumers, both within and outside the UK.</td>
<td><img src="chart2.png" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence Science and Technology Laboratory</td>
<td>Ensures innovative science and technology contribute to the defence and security of the UK.</td>
<td><img src="chart3.png" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuation Office Agency</td>
<td>Provides government with the valuations and property advice required to support taxation and benefits.</td>
<td><img src="chart4.png" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Current structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Crime Agency</td>
<td>Leads UK law enforcement’s fight against serious and organised crime.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Gas and Electricity Markets</td>
<td>Regulates gas and electricity markets in Great Britain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown Commercial Service</td>
<td>Leads on procurement policy on behalf of the UK government.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Export Finance</td>
<td>Provides insurance to exporters and guarantees to banks to share the risks of providing export finance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Office for National Statistics, Civil Service Professions by Department and Responsibility Level, 2016; ONS, Civil Service Professions by Department and Responsibility Level, 2016.

Note: Management levels are defined as Grade 7 or above.
These organisations could explore the benefits of flatter structures. The Defence and Science Technology Laboratory, for example, is expected to provide specialist science and technology services for national defence, reacting to unpredictable threats and horizon scanning future risks and opportunities.\textsuperscript{217} A less hierarchical approach may enable it to respond to and identify fast-changing national-security issues more rapidly.

As Figure 18 shows, each body would require different changes. While the shape of the National Crime Agency’s workforce means it is well-placed to consolidate current management roles and support its high proportion of executives to use a self-managed approach, most others, particularly the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory and UK Export Finance, would need to change the roles of a larger proportion of its middle managers to work as executives and project-specific leaders, rather than defined managers.

The same holds in healthcare services, in areas where demand varies widely. As the ‘gatekeeper’ for the healthcare system, primary care – and general practice in particular – is tasked with responding to all patient needs. This can be effectively done by teams of clinicians, with responsibility for a proportion of registered patients. This less hierarchical, team-based model has been used in Southcentral in Alaska, and has led to waiting times being reduced from four weeks to the same day, faster referrals and a better relationship between patients and clinicians.\textsuperscript{218} More radically, Buurtzorg, a Dutch nursing-care provider which employs 9,000 nurses, has implemented a model in which teams of 10 to 12 nurses decide which patients to serve, where to rent offices, and which doctors, pharmacies and hospitals to work with.\textsuperscript{219} There are no defined leaders as management tasks are shared between nurses. The model allows clinicians to deliver bespoke care to patients instead of following centrally-set targets. This has resulted, according to one study, in 40 per cent less care hours because patients become self-sufficient faster.\textsuperscript{220} Emergency hospital admissions have been cut by a third, and the average hospital stay of a Buurtzorg patient is shorter.\textsuperscript{221} A mantra of its founder is: “Humanity above Bureaucracy”\textsuperscript{222}

Self-management models will not be implemented overnight. Buurtzorg trains employees in management, and help create a powerful network of trust, amongst frontline nurses.\textsuperscript{223} Larger organisations have installed IT systems to advertise roles and organise teams internally.\textsuperscript{224} Morning Star ratified a constitution to set out broad-brush rules by which teams can form.\textsuperscript{225} Some of its employees devise team-based agreements setting out the responsibilities, activities and goals of the project.\textsuperscript{226} This is used to monitor performance and install confidence that everyone is working in the same direction.\textsuperscript{227} This allows teams to provide clarity in roles, direct employees to end goals and avoid the problem of too many meetings disrupting the workflow – a common complaint of flat structures.\textsuperscript{228}
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Delivering a smaller, more agile and less hierarchical workforce model across public services will require different skill sets amongst workers. These skills should build on, and can thrive in, a culture that incentivises innovation and learns from failure. Leaders in this new model must also be given the flexibility to tailor their approach to performance management and motivation to get the most of their teams.

5.1 Skills

A less hierarchical, more technologically sophisticated public-sector workforce requires a different skills base. The public sector should ensure that it populates roles with the skills necessary to exploit technology and fill long-standing gaps in areas such as commerce and procurement. To truly transform public services, however, human resource (HR) managers should look to cultivate non-traditional skill sets – such as creativity, learning from errors and proactive self-improvement – to make the public sector less risk-averse and more innovative. This requires strong leaders to support employees to change their approach to work, and HR managers to fill job roles with the best people to deliver the outcomes users want and demand dictates.

5.1.1 A culture of change

It is well-recognised that the public sector lacks IT, leadership and commercial skills. This needs to be addressed, as recent governments have acknowledged. Some have taken steps to upskill: DWP’s digital academy, for example – which trained 1,000 employees in 2015 – is set to be expanded across government, under the guidance of GDS.

Public-sector bodies must, however, avoid the trap of providing training for legacy approaches. As interviewees for this paper argued, digital and technology should be a means to transform business practices: a mindset that looks to develop different approaches to meeting user expectations. In the words of GDS, the “technology you use to do your job should help you achieve more.” Government-run programmes, such as the digital academy, can provide the base knowledge. Yet digital upskilling should not be the narrow remit of ‘IT professionals’; all employees filling cognitive and problem-solving roles need to be equipped with the skills to use and develop technology to meet user needs.

For example, GPs in London reduced demand for services via online triaging, but this was not used by all patients. GPs have spoken about the cultural change within the profession needed to drive such reforms, as they do not want to be held responsible for erroneous signposting. Pilots are being introduced, however: in London, Babylon is being trialled for 1.2 million people. According to its founder, it costs Babylon 80 per cent less per hour than the NHS to provide medical care because of its use of AI. This reveals large potential savings for the NHS and suggests that culture change may be afoot.

This approach recognises that innovation is unlikely to be achieved by siloed thinking, and that digital capability can transform how ‘traditional’ problems are addressed. For example, the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) took the concept of predictive
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policing – which seeks to prevent crime and thereby better enable the police to protect the public – from Walmart’s analysis of patterns to determine demand. As the minutes from the First Symposium on Predictive Policing reveal:

“Wal-Mart…analyzes weather patterns to determine what it stocks in stores. The results indicate that Wal-Mart should overstock duct tape, bottled water and strawberry Pop-Tarts before a major weather event. The Pop-Tarts represent a “nonobvious relationship” and [Charlie] Beck [Chief, LAPD] noted there are many of these relationships in law enforcement that can be explored with predictive policing.”

Other pioneering ideas have similarly combined unconnected ideas. The Behavioural Insights Team (BIT) was designed by the Coalition Government to apply the ideas of behavioural psychologists to problems in government – from pushing people to make tax returns to nudging people to invest in pension schemes at an earlier date. This example shows that the mindset applies beyond digital transformation, and that creative thinking can identify a range of solutions to public-policy issues.

Public-sector organisations should look to learn from such successes to cultivate creative thinking throughout their workforces. An open leadership that looks to embrace change (especially in challenging times) is crucial for achieving more for less, according to CIPD. This is echoed by local authorities, which have faced substantial budget cuts in recent years, who explain the need to find new ways of working to achieve collective goals. More narrowly, the NAO shows that 70 per cent of government departments currently have 10 or fewer digital leaders – and only four ministerial departments have digital leaders on their main boards. Government must work to fill more senior positions with digital leaders to help to create and disseminate this mindset of change. Such leaders could identify opportunities for the use of blockchain or AI to transform public services. Interviewees from within government and outside also argued that government should recruit more leaders from the private sector to cultivate a more innovative approach to problem solving by bringing fresh ideas to the public sector. Recruiting professionals who could command large salaries in the private sector may require a different attitude to pay (see Chapter 6).

Changing leadership is not a panacea, however. This new culture needs to cascade down the organisation, and to help facilitate this, public-sector bodies could create opportunities to share knowledge. Google, for example, believes that its success depends on innovation and collaboration, and so has looked to create ‘watercooler’ moments of spontaneous interaction. This involves simple changes such as longer lunch tables – to expose employees to more colleagues, who can share different ideas – and optimising the lunch line to take an average of three to four minutes to facilitate meetings, without wasting too much time. One interviewee emphasised the importance of making the conditions to cultivate spontaneous interaction and creative thinking particular to the organisation, while not disrupting work too severely. This does not require wholesale redesign of workspaces, however: interviewees pointed to shared kitchens, feedback boards and even shared office decorations as engendering shared thinking.

244 A body of literature is forming to argue that spontaneous interactions, and the connection of two disparate ideas, has underpinned important innovation – in business, science, healthcare and government. See, for example: Tim Harford, Messy: The Power of Disorder to Transform Our Lives, 2016.
5.1.2 Black-box thinking

Transforming the public sector requires a new approach to learning from mistakes. This is a cultural shift from blame to understanding and learning – one that looks for feedback and improvement. Matthew Syed has called this ‘black-box’ thinking, after the recording devices used in aeroplanes to investigate accidents. This recognises that there is a spectrum of reasons for failure (see Figure 19). That actions are still considered blameworthy highlights that individuals and teams should still be held accountable for their actions, and does not permit reckless risk taking. Rather, it serves as a more nuanced understanding about where errors occur to ensure they are not repeated.

Figure 19: A spectrum of reasons for failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td>An experiment conducted to expand knowledge and investigate a possibility leads to an undesired result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>A lack of clarity about future events causes people to take seemingly reasonable actions that produce undesired results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task challenge</td>
<td>An individual faces a task too difficult be executed reliably every time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of ability</td>
<td>An individual doesn’t have the skills, conditions or training to execute a job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>An individual chooses to violate a prescribed process or practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis testing</td>
<td>An experiment conducted to prove that an idea or a design will succeed fails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process complexity</td>
<td>A process composed of many elements breaks down when it encounters novel interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process inadequacy</td>
<td>A competent individual adheres to a prescribed but faulty or incomplete process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inattention</td>
<td>An individual inadvertently deviates from specifications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Learning from mistakes requires an emphasis on non-traditional skill sets, including resilience, looking to identify errors and willingness to learn. It takes two forms:

1. Identifying preventable day-to-day errors;
2. Creating a culture that looks to innovate through learning.

5.1.2.1 Learning to learn

At the centre of Figure 19 are reasons that errors might arise during day-to-day activities. In many instances, these errors may not be the result of neglect or incompetence, but preventable mistakes that have occurred – and not been learned from – before. Human error cannot be eradicated – and indeed may be the result of individual, blameworthy actions – but it can be reduced.

Leaders can set the tone by providing clarity that mistakes are to be expected – identifying those which are tolerated (even encouraged, in some situations outlined in Section 5.1.2.2) and those which are clearly the fault of the individual. Leaders should be willing to search out errors, and publicly confront problems to address them. This attitude has not been adequately exhibited by the public sector in recent years. Governments are frequently accused of ‘burying’ unfavourable reports – such as a recent report questioning the value for money of the Troubled Families Programme – which raises serious questions as to the willingness of ministers to learn from policies. Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe was accused of covering up a report critical of the Metropolitan Police’s handling of historic...
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child sex abuse, after it was published on the day of the US presidential election.\footnote{Martin Evans and Robert Mendick, ‘Fury as Scotland Yard Set to Bury Damning Child Sex Abuse Report on Day of US Election’, The Telegraph, 4 November 2016.} These examples, as well as the case of the NHS’s lack of awareness of the causes of preventable deaths (see Section 3.4.2), show that, without identifying why the error was made – that is, looking to learn – organisations cannot understand how employees, and other bodies doing similar activities, might avoid similar mistakes in the future.

Putting this approach into practice requires the creation of a clear framework to empower employees to identify and report mistakes. The Civil Service has no such overarching body, which has contributed to its struggle to develop an institutional memory of mistakes.\footnote{House of Commons Public Administration Select Committee, Developing Civil Service Skills: A Unified Approach. Fourth Report of Session 2014–15, 29.} The \textit{Ministerial Code} and previous documents outlining ministerial responsibility, speak of accepting responsibility for mistakes, not learning from them.\footnote{Cabinet Office, \textit{Ministerial Code}, 2015.} The police’s Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) is designed to identify and learn from mistakes, but it has not driven cultural change. Instead, according to former Chief Superintendent Irene Curtis OBE, the IPCC is overseeing a “blame culture”, which “has got progressively worse” in recent years.\footnote{Public Bill Committee, ‘Policing and Crime Bill’, 15 March 2016, col. 19.}

Though imperfect, the NHS has recently attempted to install bodies capable of learning from mistakes. In 2016, it created the Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch (HSIB) – a national clinical investigation body, designed to investigate a small number of mistakes and set the tone for NHS trusts’ internal investigations. The creation of ‘safe spaces’ for clinicians to report mistakes, without fear of blame, should help the NHS meet the Secretary of State for Health’s aim to create “the world’s largest learning organisation.”\footnote{Jeremy Hunt, ‘From a Blame Culture to a Learning Culture’, 3 March 2016.} Confidence in this body’s independence is critical for clinicians to come forward. To ensure this, HSIB should become independent of NHS England – the institution it will be called on to investigate – and ‘safe spaces’ should be enshrined in primary legislation.\footnote{House of Commons Public Administration and Constitutional Affairs Committee, PHSO Review: Quality of NHS Complaints Investigation. First Report of the Session 2016-17, 2016, 172016–17.} A reformed NHS oversight body could provide a model for other public services.

Such bodies recognise that serious mistakes can be the result of a series of small errors, thereby empowering employees to highlight and learn from mistakes, without fear of retribution.\footnote{Edmondson, ‘Strategies for Learning from Failure’.} This approach has improved practice in pioneering providers. In the USA, Virginia Mason Health System applied Toyota’s open culture and learning approach to mistakes by installing 24-hour reporting hotlines, online reporting systems and praising the honesty of those highlighting mistakes.\footnote{Syed, \textit{Black Box Thinking}, 53.} This resulted in the hospital being rated as one of the safest in the world a decade after these initiatives were installed and seeing a 74 per cent reduction in liability insurance premiums.\footnote{Kent Beck et al., \textit{Manifesto for Agile Software Development}, 2001.}

5.1.2.2 Agile thinking

Learning from mistakes entails a bottom-up approach – one in which truth is valued above hierarchy and an open and honest culture looks to learn from mistakes at all levels. This thinking can also be applied when undertaking new projects and approaches.

Agile thinking has traditionally been applied to IT projects. It is an iterative approach to making policy and running projects, where basic plans are drawn up, user feedback is sought and improvements are made.\footnote{National Audit Office, \textit{A Snapshot of the Use of Agile Delivery in Central Government}, 5.} It requires a distinct set of skills:\footnote{Ibid., 55.} \hspace{1em}

- Collaboration and communication;
- Self-management to pursue pursuit;
Confidence to share early ideas or prototypes;
Desire to self-improve.

GDS has pioneered this approach within government and notes: “Agile isn’t just a set of rules, it’s a mindset. An approach to solving problems and meeting user needs.” It is outward-facing, evidence-based and recognises that users of services and systems know best.

Benefits have accrued from this approach across public services. GDS’s creation of G-Cloud (an online procurement portal, which has delivered 50 per cent savings on outsourced IT goods and services) is another example from central government, as well as the Ministry of Defence’s Imagery Exploitation Programme. In the USA, Vermont police force contracted an IT company to design an agile database based on officer (user) feedback. This has delivered impressive results: a 50 per cent reduction of the time spent managing information, at 20 per cent less cost than the previous system.

Despite GDS working to disseminate agile thinking (through the Government Service Design Manual, for example), there is some way to go to fully permeate public services. Again, leaders have not set the right framework. In 2013, for example, then Secretary of State for Justice, Chris Grayling, claimed that government may be justified in bypassing information collection when making policy when he argued: “The last Government were obsessed with pilots. Sometimes those in government just have to believe in something and do it.” Furthermore, the NAO has identified that past attempts to install agile working have been hampered by staff looking for sign-off from senior members of the team – a strong cultural barrier to change.

Syed and others have argued for increased use of randomised-control trials (RCTs) when designing government policy. These are deemed the gold standard of evidence gathering, and can be used to evaluate current policy and test new approaches. BIT has shown the benefits of this rigorous approach to constructing policy in a range of areas. In one trial, BIT and HMRC brought forward £160 million of tax debts in six weeks through sending letters telling people that others in their locality had paid their taxes. Yet, as BIT chief executive, David Halpern, has argued: “Many areas of government have not been tested in any form whatsoever. They are based on hunch, gut feel and narrative... We are effectively flying blind, without much of a clue as to what really works, and what doesn’t.” Healthcare and education have benefitted from RCTs, while crime and justice, employment services, procurement and welfare policy have used fewer RCTs.

Departments and arm’s-length bodies following agile approaches – such as the Department for Transport and Companies House – have used private companies with
experience of delivering these approaches, to run project-management courses and training. These have reportedly empowered employees to take ownership of projects and break down the culture of looking for guidance from above. This can serve as an important platform before organisations develop the approach that works best for them. Organisations can also hire experienced employees from the private sector, which has a longer history of delivering agile approaches. Interviewees spoke of the need for more porous boundaries between the public and private sector – introducing these project-management skills would be an important step to changing the public sector mindset.

5.1.3 An outcomes-focused approach to filling job roles

To meet the changing needs and expectations of service users, the public sector should refine its approach to populating job roles – focusing on what people can achieve, not traditional approaches to delivering services. This is an extension of the self-management and automation mentality. As McKinsey has argued: automation “will force companies to figure out how to reassemble the remaining tasks into something that makes a new kind of sense, even as it reconceptualizes the very idea of what a job is.”

This approach can go beyond small-scale self-management models and work for any organisation with tangible outcomes. After all, workforce design is about meeting the needs of users. The more efficiently this can be done, the better the result for the taxpayer. Reform has previously argued, for example, that 50 per cent of GPs’ tasks could be undertaken by other clinicians, such as nurses and physiotherapists. This would require a drastic cultural shift amongst GPs, which could be facilitated by sharing examples where multi-disciplinary teams have improved care at lower cost, as well as designing new contracts to replace the current framework to inject competition into service delivery.

Policing could also benefit from this approach. Pioneering forces have utilised civilian staff to meet changing need. Durham Constabulary employed university students to help customise its database to help staff and officers to find information pertinent to their investigations. Then Home Secretary Theresa May’s call for civilians with specialist skills – such as accountancy or computing – to fill roles tackling cyber or financial crime is the right approach. Making the most of this, several interviewees explained, requires management that can make redundancies to reshape the workforce more dynamically. These services require both a clear idea of the outcome the organisation hopes to achieve, as well as information on what skills they have at their disposal. This requires a shift in data collection – from time-consuming and delayed annual reviews, to real-time analysis of skills vis-à-vis needs. Such data can also help with succession planning for ageing workforces – a process 3M (a multinational mining company) followed to boost annual productivity by 4 per cent.

Larger organisations, such as government departments or hospitals, could benefit from digital workforce platforms to connect people to roles. This drives the allocation of skills within an organisation to meet its objectives in the most efficient way. Employees can bid to take part in different projects, providing freedom for workers to add value where they feel they are best placed to do so, as well as allowing managers to deliver instant online feedback on employees’ progress. This practice has been followed in some areas of
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government. For example, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency has advertised for operational staff to work on projects via the Agency’s intranet. Its agile approach has delivered services quickly, including building a website in two weeks and securing an emergency-response building for DCLG to act as a national control room. Sprawling bodies, such as the Civil Service, can better connect people from different departments to achieve the aims of projects. Other public-sector bodies, such as the North Wales Police, have used similar platforms to facilitate agile working across several locations.

This approach is not about the displacement of employees, but rather enabling them to more effectively use their skills – being matched with tasks they are best-placed to deliver. Stability is key: employees should not be frequently sent around the country to different departments. HMRC recognised this when consolidating office numbers from 593 offices across the country in 2005 to a planned 13 in 2027, with one interviewee pointing out that rationalising the estate allowed millennials the space to move around the organisation, taking on new challenges and cross-fertilising ideas from one team to another.

5.2 Motivation

Motivated employees are key to delivering public-service transformation. The link between employee motivation and performance is well established. There is a growing body of evidence on strategies to motivate employees. The public sector should look to employ these in a dynamic way, recognising that while there are common themes of what motivates at an aggregate level, individuals will be motivated differently from one another. This requires a more strategic use of leaders to motivate their staff.

5.2.1 Motivation: an overview

Typically, motivation is divided into:

- **Intrinsic motivation**, which comes from within an individual. Internal satisfaction or interest in the task is the incentive for work.

- **Extrinsic motivation**, which is driven by external rewards such as financial remuneration packages, reputation, feedback and results.

Over time, successive governments have approached motivational strategies for public-sector workers differently (see Figure 20). This demonstrates the difficulty of designing policies capable of motivating millions of different individuals across the public sector.

Public-sector workers were considered disinterested and motivated by their professional ethics. They were trusted and given freedom by governments to work in the public interest. The period is described as the ‘golden age for teacher control’, when parents were expected to trust professionals.

The Thatcher Administrations followed the private sector to focus on external motivation, such as financial incentives, including performance-related pay.

New Labour policy appealed to individuals motivated by both self-interest (pay, job security, working conditions) and public service. They used targets to encourage best practice. These provided external incentives whilst appealing to public-spirited tendencies to improve services.

Current policy focuses on external stimuli to motivate workers, including competition via the extension of NHS league tables and introduction of league tables in prisons. Pay and working hours were sticking points in the 2016 junior doctor contract dispute.

Sources: Julian Le Grand, Knights, Knaves or Pawns? Human Behaviour and Social Policy, 1997; Louise Dalingwater, Post-New Public Management (NPM) and the Reconfiguration of Health Services in England, 2014.

Current literature holds that public-sector employees are much more likely to be driven by intrinsic motivators than financial rewards. Indeed, public-sector workers have been found to contribute more to the provision of public services than is explained purely by self-interest. An audit commission survey carried out in 2002 found that employees joined the public sector to “make a positive difference” and look for a vocational career with rewarding work. In fact, financial incentives may reduce intrinsic motivation: Edward Deci’s meta-analysis of 128 controlled experiments found that “tangible rewards tend to have a substantially negative effect on intrinsic motivation”.

Pay must, of course, be reasonable to recruit staff (see Chapter 6).

In many instances, however, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation overlap. Feedback or beneficiary contact, may harness intrinsic motivation, for example. Although public-sector workers are strongly motivated by the positive impact of their work, they need to see that their work is achieving the desired outcomes. A division between financial and non-financial motivation strategies may be more helpful, whilst recognising that the non-financial motivators appear far more important to public-sector employee motivation (see Figure 21).
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### Figure 21: Motivation strategies in the public sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-financial motivation</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>is key to employee motivation and organisational performance. Leaders have the capability to harness other motivational techniques.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomously</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>individuals with control of their work are more motivated and productive. Aligning organisational values with those of employees harnesses motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beneficiary contact</td>
<td>that brings employees into contact with the beneficiaries of their work improves outcomes. Feedback can improve motivation and performance. Active performance management has a positive impact on change-oriented behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular training and development</td>
<td>in organisations improves productivity and financial performance. Millennials would like to be recognised for their work more frequently than previous arrangements, and career development is particularly important to them. Flexible working not only saves resources on estates, but is a key priority and motivator for employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workspace environments</td>
<td>including lighting and employee-designed environments, can affect performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial motivation</td>
<td>While increasing pay may not increase motivation, too little pay may demotivate. Those on salaries in the top half of the population have similar levels of engagement and job satisfaction to those in the bottom-half. Pay is likely to play a greater role in recruitment and retention. Performance-related pay is a useful motivator where the output is easily measurable. This is rarely the case in the public sector. Evidence indicates that performance-related pay does not motivate public-sector workers. Total reward including holidays, study leave and pensions are more generous in the public sector. There is, however, limited evidence on the motivational impact of pensions – though again this may affect retention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.2.2 A framework for improving motivation

Such a range of motivators indicates that a one-size-fits-all approach is inappropriate. Instead leaders should be empowered to motivate workers in the ways they see most appropriate.

5.2.2.1 Leadership

Individual workers will be driven by financial and non-financial motivators differently. As such, leaders should be afforded the flexibility to motivate their workers as they see fit. The problems of poor leadership are clear: a survey by the Chartered Management Institute found that in the UK 47 per cent of respondents left their last job because of poor management and 49 per cent would take a pay cut to work with a different manager.\(^\text{317}\)

Lower-paid, lower-skilled workers in the Civil Service are less likely to rate leaders positively and have lower morale.\(^\text{318}\) One possible reason for this may be that leaders tend to be more ‘coercive’ when managing this group, with employees given little freedom to do their jobs.\(^\text{319}\) This style of leadership has proved unsuccessful elsewhere. The only shared leadership style of headteachers of schools in special measures, identified by the Department for Education, was ‘coercive’.\(^\text{320}\)

Strong leadership traits have, however, been identified by consultants and pioneering organisations across the globe (see Figure 22).

Figure 22: Successful leadership characteristics

Recent work on leadership has focused on employee opinion and how they feel individual leadership characteristics affect engagement. McKinsey surveyed 189,000 people in 81 organisations and found four leadership qualities accounted for 89 percent of variation in leadership effectiveness.\(^\text{321}\) These were: supportive, results oriented, seeing different perspectives, and problem solving.\(^\text{322}\) Google has also identified managerial behaviours which can improve employee satisfaction:\(^\text{323}\)

1. Be a good coach;
2. Empower; don’t micromanage;
3. Be interested in success and well-being;
4. Be productive and results-oriented;
5. Be a good communicator and listen to your team;
6. Help employees with career development;
7. Have a clear vision and strategy for the team;
8. Have key technical skills to support the team.

The challenge for the public sector is to harness good leadership, which requires ministers to strike a balance between holding leaders to account, supporting them and providing them with freedom to act in the best way to motivate employees.\(^\text{324}\) In this, the Civil Service provides a model for public services to follow. In 2015, following nationwide consultation, it launched the *Leadership Statement* outlining three desirable attributes:\(^\text{325}\)

\(^{320}\) Ibid.
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1 Inspiring about their work and its future;
2 Confident in their engagement;
3 Empowering their teams to deliver.

The Civil Service People Survey now focuses on these attributes. By benchmarking the performance of leaders, the Civil Service can hold leaders to account and highlight areas in which improvement is needed. Other public services should consider widespread leadership appraisal in this way.

Interviewees also highlighted the importance of supporting leaders to allow them to confidently pursue a change agenda. One interviewee compared Sir David Dalton’s 16-year tenure at Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust, which has provided him with a platform to enact lasting change and drive a value-driven culture, to the two-and-a-half-year average length of NHS hospital chief executive tenures. The King’s Fund has identified a blame culture which makes board-level posts in the NHS unattractive. This has contributed to widespread board vacancies, which themselves have been shown to negatively affect staff morale and engagement. Lord Rose has recommended that the NHS develop a better, service-wide communication strategy to broadcast good news and information, and best practice to create a healthier environment for leaders.

Leaders should be freed from central directions. The NHS is a case in point. NHS trusts have been subjected to “a dramatic extension of central control” as meeting deficits have been prioritised in recent years: the 2016-17 planning guidance includes control over annual leave, sick leave and price caps for agency staff. Detailed top-down targets should be avoided as they stifle leadership within the system: bullying cultures as a result of targets were reported in NHS Mid Staffordshire and in the 2015 Francis report. Where leaders have been given freedoms, they have driven change: large-scale vanguard providers provide flexibility for staff in terms of remuneration and practice, and, providers claim, a more “exciting place to work”. This resulted from strong leadership in the first place and could be extended across the country through less prescriptive contracts.

Other NHS targets, such as the four-hour A&E waiting-time target, were identified by interviewees as undermining clinicians’ autonomy, demotivating frontline staff. There is little hospital leaders at any level can do to mitigate these negative effects.

Leadership structures in policing are antiquated and stifling innovation. The College of Policing have said that leadership “poses potentially the greatest obstacle to the culture of candour and challenge that is necessary to succeed in the future context.” Currently, excessive ranks and bureaucracy obstruct clear lines of communication and make it difficult for leaders to take responsibility and exercise flexibility. Forces must strip out unnecessary layers to enable greater trust and communication between staff.

Greater freedom to improve motivation would also help paint a picture of what works. According to The Performance and Innovation Unit, improving leadership requires a “clearer shared understanding of what leadership behaviours work in delivering today’s public services.” Allowing leaders to develop their own approaches to motivating employees would highlight approaches that work, which can then be shared across public services.
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5.2.2.2 Beneficiary contact
The positive social impact of public-sector work is likely to attract millennials. The satisfaction of delivering goods and services for the benefit of the country should remain throughout the course of the job.

Beneficiary contact is a tool leaders can use to harness motivation. Whilst frontline public-sector workers see the direct impact of their work, others may not. This strategy is therefore most relevant to those not working on the frontline. Studies have shown that when fundraising callers meet beneficiaries they raise more in donations. DWP used Back to the Floor, an initiative where senior civil servants spend a week experiencing a frontline role. The programme had mixed feedback with some visits acting out like ‘royal visits’ and so a new initiative ‘Twinning’ has evolved. This works on the basis that a more enduring relationship enhances partnership. Specifically, feedback has shown that not only do senior civil servants value the opportunity to see the good work being done, they see first hand some of the problems faced on the frontline.

Some organisations have redesigned their workspace around this principle. In Hackney, a specialist open-plan building was opened in 2010 for local government administrative staff to provide a visual connection between the public areas on the ground floor and the office areas above. Residents receive advice on issues, from housing to welfare, use computers and meet local government officials. Though there are no outcome measures on whether this intervention has improved staff performance, it is a positive example of how the public sector can narrow the distance between administrative staff and service users.

5.2.2.3 Performance management
Performance management is key to motivation, but current processes are inconsistent and considered ineffective.

In policing, for example, one senior officer interviewed for this paper described the ongoing appraisal system for officers as “embarrassing” and suggested the force had little understanding of the competency of their officers. The system is variable between forces and based around an annual appraisal. This is despite the Home Office’s attempt to overhaul the system by introducing mandatory annual appraisals and pay progression linked to performance.

On the other hand, senior clinicians feel overburdened with bureaucratic, complicated and time-consuming appraisal systems. A survey of 2,499 doctors, 719 appraisers and 192 responsible officers found that the revalidation system was not felt to be relevant to the needs of doctors. Within the Civil Service, performance management is based around twice-yearly appraisals. A survey of civil servants found that only two per cent felt it was fair that at least 10 per cent of staff must be ranked as “must improve”. Nine per cent found the performance-management system motivating and 13 per cent found it useful for personal development. Of managers surveyed, 72 per cent agreed that the process was too time consuming. Despite such damaging approval ratings and wide
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recognition that the system ought to change, reform is proving extremely ineffective, with estimations that new appraisals will not be in place until 2018.\footnote{Jim Dunton, “Controversial Civil Service Performance Management to Stay until 2018 “at Earliest””, Civil Service World, 11 July 2016.}

Studies show that millennials “want a management style and corporate culture that is markedly different from anything that has gone before”: frequent feedback and encouragement, and an environment of constant learning.\footnote{Marcus Buckingham and Ashley Goodall, ‘Reinventing Performance Management’, Harvard Business Review, 2015.} Internal digital-workforce platforms identified in Section 5.1.3 could go some way to addressing this. The private sector’s approach can also be used as a model. Deloitte, for example, has recently abandoned annual reviews, objectives set from the top and 360-degree feedback.\footnote{Deloitte, Global Human Capital Trends 2014 Engaging the 21st-Century Workforce, 2014.} This was following a 2015 survey of corporate executives from multiple companies which found that 58 per cent felt performance management did not engage employees or drive performance.\footnote{Greg Wright, ‘Employee Feedback Apps on the Rise’, Webpage, (2015).} Deloitte now provides weekly “check-ins” and reviews at the end of each project in a bid to improve performance management.\footnote{British Medical Association, ‘My Tiresome Portfolio Little Boxes, All the Same’, 27 January 2015.} The international bank ING has introduced feedback apps and describe them as “continuous, more forward-looking and truly focused on performance”.\footnote{British Medical Association, ‘My Tiresome Portfolio Little Boxes, All the Same’, 27 January 2015.}

The public sector has a long way to go to deliver performance-management processes fit for modern workforces, but the NHS e-portfolio, an online appraisal system for junior doctors and nurses, is paving the way. The system allows employees to request real-time feedback as regularly or irregularly as they wish from colleagues. The current system is considered restrictive in the feedback it allows managers to submit.\footnote{British Medical Association, ‘My Tiresome Portfolio Little Boxes, All the Same’, 27 January 2015.} A less restrictive system should allow managers to provide tailored advice and support. Services, such as the police, could incorporate a similar framework into their performance management strategy.
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Securing the right people is essential to the effective running of public services. This will be especially important in the future given the level of workforce redesign that is required to meet future demands. Three current trends in public-sector recruitment are particularly worth paying attention to: targeting academic achievers, apprenticeships and contingent-labour platforms.

6.1 Attracting talent

There are two key questions public services must answer: (i) what skills do they need, and (ii) are they well placed to attract them? To help answer the latter question, leaders should consider a reform of pay scales and a renewed focus on employer brands.

6.1.1 Pay

A dominant theme throughout interviews for this paper was that the public sector is not equipped to compete on salaries for the most sought-after skills. As highlighted in Section 3.1.4.1, this is a well-documented concern, and Brexit has raised further questions about the growing need for skills to complete highly complex tasks and negotiations.357

Some initiatives have enabled public-sector bodies to be more competitive. One example is ‘companies in government’ (or government-owned companies, so-called ‘GovCos’). These can take various corporate forms, but are wholly or partially owned by the government.358 In interviews for this report it was clear that this is a valued option. When in-sourcing elements of its expiring Aspire contract, HMRC created a GovCo, the Revenue and Customs Digital Technology Services, to side-step civil service pay scales and attract those who had worked for private companies delivering the contract.359 If done strategically, offering higher pay for the level of skills required can save costs. HMRC estimates transitioning from one large-scale IT contract to the management of several smaller contracts by their own GovCo will save them around £200 million a year from 2020-21.360 If this is the case, the increased pay scales that facilitated more qualified hires will most likely be more than paid for. The Ministry of Defense took a slightly different route and created Defence, Equipment and Support, a so-called GO CO (government-owned, contractor-operated entity),361 also releasing them from civil service pay scales.362

GovCos and GOCOs appear to be effective ways of circumventing pay restrictions, but they are unlikely to be the most efficient ones. There may be a range of other reasons to establish independently run government-owned bodies, but when asked why HMRC had done so, their Chief Digital Officer cited “a better employment offer” as the main motivation.363 It is worth noting that although GovCos can offer a higher initial pay, they are also restricted by the current public-sector pay freeze, which means that salaries can rise by no more than 1 per cent a year.364 The Government needs to recognise the need for greater pay-package flexibility, and allow individual departments to manage their salary budgets within a given envelope, to prevent unnecessary efforts being made to side-step rigid civil service pay scales.

However, even public-sector employers who do have the freedom to set pay may not be taking full advantage of it. A 2014 Reform survey revealed that the majority of academies had not changed pay structures since becoming an academy.365 Similar findings have been seen in NHS foundation trusts who have flexibility to set pay, with suggestions that
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public-sector employers feel pressured by national pay bargaining systems and trade unions. To be able to attract and retain the necessary skills, it is important that employers have the genuine freedom to split pay envelopes as they see fit.

### 6.1.2 Employer brand

Given the constraints on departmental budgets, and the evidence on motivational factors for public-sector workers and millennials (see Chapter 5), flexible pay scales cannot be the only solution to attract highly skilled employees to the public sector. An area for improvement which came across repeatedly in interviews, is the need for public sector bodies to develop stronger employer brands. Millennials often cite ‘meaningfulness’ as a key priority in choosing a job, and this appears to be even more important for Generation Z. Employers should therefore emphasise the opportunities unique to the public sector in having a positive impact on citizens’ lives.

Local government has been trying to battle negative perceptions of public-sector employment through campaigns such as ‘Walk Tall’, which attempts to address stereotypes about inflexible, job-for-life type roles, while also providing recommendations for public-sector managers to support a more adaptive workforce. Local government also suffers from a shortage of planners, especially specialists. This is due to difficulties in recruitment and a high turnover of staff. St. Alban’s Council have identified four ways to improve their attractiveness as an employer; clarifying career pathways, emphasising the huge impact on shaping public spaces, utilising opportunities to share posts across local government, and offering more flexibility in their employment terms.

Despite these efforts, tangible outcomes have not yet been observed. Local and central government may be able to learn from other employers, especially when it comes to attracting specialists. According to one interviewee for this paper, Durham Constabulary has for years been recruiting young graduates, attracted by the valuable experience and impact of their work, to develop the force’s digital solutions. Local government may be able to apply this approach to planning graduates who are keen to gain experience and observe the impact that planning has on the local environment.

Attracting digital talent may require a slightly different approach. A 2015 international survey showed that although the main career goal across graduates was a good work-life balance, graduates aiming to work in the tech sector emphasised a desire to be a technical or functional expert, as well as being entrepreneurial and innovative. They were less concerned about serving a greater good, suggesting that advertising the potential to develop individual skills may be more useful than appealing to a public-service sentiment. Using both websites and social media to promote positions is also important to attract tech graduates, who cite these as sources of employer information more than non-tech graduates.

---
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6.2 Targeting high achievers

A dominant idea in public-sector recruitment is to target the highest academic achievers and either fast track them into positions of seniority or deploy them in areas that are subject to highly complex issues. The Civil Service has had a system of fast-tracking since the first half of the twentieth century, now known as the Fast Stream.\(^{375}\) More recently, frontline professions have created graduate schemes which also target academic achievers. Inspired by the programme Teach for America, Teach First was set up in the UK in 2002, and in 2014 the first cohort of the graduate programme Police Now was enrolled.\(^{376}\) Several social-work fast-track schemes have also been running since 2010.\(^{377}\)

While there is no question that the public sector needs to find ways to attract the best possible employees, different routes must be evaluated before expansion. It is important that the relative success of programmes is evaluated on different measures, including diversity, given the evidence that diverse organisations generate better outcomes.\(^{378}\) Both the Fast Stream and Teach First have been running for enough years to make some assessment of their success.

6.2.1 The Civil Service Fast Stream

Aiming to find leaders “prepared to commit themselves to solve the big issues”,\(^{379}\) the Fast Stream has grown significantly since its inception. In 2016, the number of graduates recommended for appointment was 976, up from 271 in 1994.\(^{380}\) According to a 2010 Public Administration Committee report, a disproportionately high number of the civil servants progressing from Grades 6 and 7 to the Senior Civil Service (SCS) are Fast Stream alumni; in 2016 they made up about 31 per cent of Director Generals, 29 per cent of Directors and 22 per cent of Deputy Directors.\(^{381}\) Although data are not available to compare the like-for-like performance and progression of Fast Streamers with equivalent civil servants, a conservative estimate is that Fast Streamers have made up around 6 per cent of the Higher Executive Officer-level employees, but have gone on to account for about 25 per cent of the SCS.\(^{382}\)

Promotions are not a sufficient measure of performance, however. Fast Streamers may be promoted because there is an assumption that they will be better than other civil servants, or because they have been given training or opportunities that non-Fast Streamers have not been afforded. The understanding of which intake and training methods make for the best leaders needs to improve, and not be built on the assumption that a certain type of recruitment necessarily produces the most competent employees. In 2009, the Civil Service Capability Group explained that a system had recently been introduced which would make it “possible to track individual careers over a number of years and establish, for example, whether any common factors are driving performance.”\(^{383}\) This was to be managed by the ONS, but monitoring is now back with the Cabinet Office and data on the fast streamers’ progression into the SCS seem to be the only performance measures.

---
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available. For an accurate evaluation of the programme's success, more detailed performance information should be gathered and compared across the different routes into the Civil Service. In addition, it should be observed whether those who received higher scores during the admissions process go on to perform better, as this could provide a proxy for whether the right tests are in place.

### 6.2.2 Teach First

Recruitment for public-sector frontline roles has recently seen a significant expansion of fast-track graduate programmes. The social-work schemes and Police Now are too recent to assess outcomes, but some high-level conclusions can be drawn from Teach First, which has been running for over ten years.

Teach First is the most expensive of the different initial teacher training (ITT) routes. Teach First entrants made up 7 per cent of postgraduates training to become secondary teachers, but 11 per cent of the training costs. If all secondary teachers were trained through the Teach First route, the combined costs to schools and central government would increase by 46 per cent. In contrast, if all teachers were trained through the cheapest route, unsalaried School Direct, 8 per cent of costs would be saved (see Figure 23).

![Figure 23: Difference in average postgraduate ITT costs (secondary)](image)

The differences would be even larger if the cost per teacher still in the profession after five years was considered, given that retention rates for Teach First graduates are lower than any other trainees for which data are available.\footnote{National Audit Office, \textit{Training New Teachers}, 2016; Allen et al., \textit{The Longer-Term Costs and Benefits of Different Initial Teacher Training Routes}. None of the Schools Direct routes have data on retention rates after five years yet, as they have only been running since 2014.}

If outcomes for pupils taught by Teach First graduates are significantly better, the additional costs may be justified. In a survey of head teachers’ first impression of trainees, respondents thought Teach First trainees had the best subject knowledge, were most likely to get hired of all secondary trainees and were most often seen as offering value for money.\footnote{Allen et al., \textit{The Longer-Term Costs and Benefits of Different Initial Teacher Training Routes}.} Other evidence has previously suggested that Teach First trainees have some positive impact on pupil outcomes.\footnote{Rebecca Allen and Jay Allnutt, ‘Matched Panel Data Estimates of the Impact of Teach First on School and Departmental Performance’, \textit{Institute of Education DoQSS Working Paper}, no. 13–11 (September 2013); Arad Research, \textit{An Evaluation of the Delivery of the Teach First Leadership Development Programme Cymru (Wales)}, 2016.} Furthermore, if Teach First graduates are still teaching three years after their qualification, they are disproportionately likely to do so in schools with high proportions of disadvantaged pupils.\footnote{Ibid.}

The above are important and positive for evaluating Teach First. However, not all indicators favour the programme. In the same survey of head teachers, Teach First participants were ranked lower than unsalaried School Direct when it came to fresh teaching ideas, and had the lowest score of all trainees on behaviour-management skills.\footnote{Ibid.} In addition, although they are more likely to teach disadvantaged pupils, they also tend to move to schools with high levels of attainment.\footnote{Allen et al., \textit{The Longer-Term Costs and Benefits of Different Initial Teacher Training Routes}.} With the attainment gap between children from different socioeconomic groups stubbornly persistent, especially in secondary schools,\footnote{Ibid.} it is important that the best teachers go on to teach not only in disadvantaged areas, but also in schools with lower attainment.

Weighing up the advantages and disadvantages of the Teach First programme suggests that the increased cost does lead to improved outcomes. However, to justify the significant cost difference, outcome measures should be improved across all routes to allow for fair comparisons. If Teach First does turn out to be a superior model, its components should be analysed separately to identify the sources of its success, and to find out if they can be replicated more efficiently across the teaching workforce. Currently, Teach First graduates only reach a small minority of children. If it is the best way to secure high-quality teaching, such a small reach cannot be satisfactory.

### 6.2.3 Evaluating the pursuit of high achievers

Evidence suggests that higher-educated individuals perform better on both task-related and so-called ‘organisational citizenship’ behaviour measures, meaning fulfilling their direct responsibilities as well as taking on tasks beyond their immediate responsibility.\footnote{Thomas Ng and Daniel Feldman, ‘How Broadly Does Education Contribute to Job Performance?’, \textit{Personnel Psychology} 62, no. 1 (February 2009).} Correlations have also been found between cognitive ability and skills such as financial acumen and the ability to establish strategic direction.\footnote{Evan Sinar, \textit{Cognitive Skills in Senior Leaders: Focused Influence, Critical Consequences} (Development Dimensions International, 2013).}

The evidence, however, also shows that cognitive-ability tests skew intakes against diversity, meaning that fast-track and top-end graduate schemes risk losing out on the well-evidenced benefits associated with diversity in management and the workforce generally.\footnote{Hunt, Layton, and Prince, \textit{Diversity Matters}; Donna Ford, \textit{Intelligence Testing and Cultural Diversity: Concerns, Cautions, and Considerations} (The National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented, 2004).} This is the main reason the admissions process of the Civil Service Fast Stream has changed, shifting away from psychometric tests, with the hope that this will...
increase diversity in both applications and intake. Application statistics for 2016 indicate that this may be working: candidates from lower socioeconomic backgrounds made up 14.6 per cent of applicants, an impressive increase from 7.9 per cent in 2015. The only measure of diversity on the Teach First programme is the intake of graduates coming from a Black, Asian and minority ethnic background, where it mirrors other ITT routes, with around 15 per cent of the 2015 intake.

The question of fast-track programmes feeds into a wider debate concerning the necessity of degrees. Since 2013, nursing has been a degree-level occupation, and the College of Policing has made proposals to either require degrees of new policing entrants, or enrol them on a degree-level apprenticeship. However, a recent report suggests that the move towards degrees in nursing has led to an underutilisation of the skills added through academic qualifications. This is supported by the latest World Economic Forum report on Human Capital, which points out that the UK has a high rate of overeducation, and suggests that the country makes improvements in alternative education paths.

The expansion of graduate schemes and demanding degree-level qualifications may therefore not be the right direction for public-sector recruitment to move in. While programmes like the Fast Stream and Teach First are successful on some measures, it does not necessarily mean that they are the only, or best solutions. Before expanding further across sectors, the Government should investigate the extent to which programmes deliver value for money. Part of the evaluation process should be to make provision for alternative routes to public-service roles and compare outcomes alongside degree-level routes that already exist.

### 6.3 Apprenticeships

One alternative route to recruiting the right people to the right jobs is apprenticeships. If used to its full potential, this can work as a source of highly skilled labour, at a much lower cost than fast-track programmes.

With the apprenticeship levy to be introduced in April 2017, the Government is hoping to make apprenticeships a more attractive option for young people, increasing both their quality and quantity. Employers with a pay bill of more than £3 million a year will have an incentive to take on a large number of apprentices to make best use of the 0.5 per cent of the pay bill that they will be allocating to a training fund. Furthermore, public-sector employers will be given targets for the number of apprentices they need to appoint – the preliminary, and somewhat arbitrary suggestion is that at least 2.3 per cent of the workforce of public-sector workplaces with more than 250 employees should be apprentices.

Local government may have to offer six times more apprenticeships than they currently do. Schools, who do not have a recent history of apprenticeships, are also included in the target. It is still unclear whether only very large schools will be covered by it, or if the cut-off point of 250 employees is set for entire councils (or multi-academy trusts), meaning that most schools will have to comply. While these may be two of the most
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drastic increases, the public sector as a whole currently only employs 1.7 per cent of its workforce as apprentices.\textsuperscript{409}

Substantive growth in public-sector apprenticeships is therefore expected soon, and it is important to address how this is best utilised. Last year, Ofsted found that most high-quality apprenticeships were in sectors with great experience in apprenticeship provision, such as vehicle, construction and engineering industries.\textsuperscript{410} Although the health, public services and care category of apprenticeships is the second largest, its growth is relatively recent and because it covers a range of sectors it does not reveal disparities in size and experience within those.\textsuperscript{411}

The underrepresentation of apprentices in the public sector as a whole is worrying, as it is likely there are public-sector employers with little to no experience in apprenticeship provision. Ofsted also found that in most areas, excluding aerospace technology, employers had difficulty hiring apprentices with a sufficient level of skills, concluding that this is partly down to a low volume of applicants, caused by poor promotion of the apprenticeship route in secondary education.\textsuperscript{412} The quality of apprenticeships and applicants may have to develop simultaneously – improvements in outcomes are partly down to the quality of applicants and more applicants are likely to be attracted at the prospect of better outcomes.

Although the sudden increase in apprenticeship starts will undoubtedly present significant challenges, it is a step in the right direction. Examples of best practice have already been identified, such as the public-sector commercial-profession apprenticeship, where its requirement of candidates to display the ability to apply skills to real-life scenarios was highlighted.\textsuperscript{413} The opportunity to design alternative routes to teaching has been seized already, and this level of proactivity is needed across public services to make the most of the expansion.\textsuperscript{414} If successful, this will not only provide a more diverse range of genuinely good education paths for young people, but a more skilled and diverse public-sector workforce. In the long term, it could reduce levels of overqualification which is both an indication of wrongful allocation of education resources, and results in lower career-satisfaction levels.\textsuperscript{415} Public-sector employers should therefore take responsibility for the provision of high-quality apprenticeships, both to their own and national advantage.

6.4 Contingent-labour platforms

Flexible and temporary employment has been growing for decades,\textsuperscript{416} but the emergence of the ‘gig’ economy, with workers supporting themselves through a variety of flexible jobs acquired on online platforms, has gained traction (and controversy) lately.\textsuperscript{417} Although public-sector institutions have not yet taken advantage of opportunities offered by contingent-labour platforms, there are areas where their potential benefits seem obvious.

Currently in the public sector, contingent labour is most closely associated with social care. ONS data for 2016 suggest that the proportion of care workers not guaranteed a minimum number of working hours has increased from about 10.2 per cent to 14.2 per cent since 2015.\textsuperscript{418} Concerns over the extent to which they are being paid the minimum wage by traditional contractors have repeatedly been voiced,\textsuperscript{419} but alternative models
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are emerging. The company HomeTouch matches carers with customers on an online platform and charges less than traditional agencies, but their carers on average make an hourly salary 67 per cent above the national minimum wage. A similar framework was attempted in the public sector with ‘Slivers of time’, which emerged around a decade ago. It was used by councils to fill discrete caring tasks, as well as smaller administrative and customer service jobs. Despite some initial take-up, an interviewee for this paper explained that projects have stalled since 2013, mainly because of conflicts with additional earnings alongside benefit payments. The roll-out of Universal Credit could diminish this issue, as its purpose is to make it more profitable for claimants to take on work alongside receiving benefits.

Adopting a contingent-labour platform for social care would allow local authorities to set the conditions that they see fit without depending on the judgment call, and cost, of a ‘middle man’. At a time where councils are struggling to remain within their budgets, avoiding agency costs, while being able to only pay for hours worked, would be a great advantage. Carers would be able to choose the hours they are free to work and the tasks they are happy to do. Currently, the contracts which do not guarantee them a minimum number of hours make taking on other jobs difficult, as working hours could conflict. With the adoption of contingent-labour platforms, carers would be able to fully determine how to split their hours between different sources of work and not be restricted by one employer. An additional benefit of these platforms in social care is the increased autonomy of users, who have the ability to choose when they would like care, and which of the available carers they would like to receive it from. In Greenwich, implementing the format has allowed more flexibility in responding to users’ requests, less time spent on admin and provided a platform for more flexible working, as well as volunteering.

While social care is an obvious area for developing contingent-labour platforms, it should be explored across the public sector. Both schools and hospitals are struggling to keep down their spending on agency fees, and have scope to make a system that is more beneficial to employers and employees.

For digital skills specifically, the Government has adopted an online platform called Digital Outcomes and Specialists, which public-sector organisations can use to find expertise for limited time periods or projects. The person or organisation offering their services quote a price, which will form part of the grounds for a final purchase decision. Elsewhere, G-Cloud has overwhelmingly been used to purchase contingent labour and consulting services, despite these being one of four spend categories. This highlights the appetite for using contingent-labour platforms in government and amongst high-skill workers.

A more radical approach has been taken by the American equivalent to GDS, 18F. In 2015, 18F launched a reverse-auction site called Micro-purchase. Coders can bid and offer their expertise for discrete tasks, and have the chance to bid again if others outbid them (see Figure 24).
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The dominant idea behind Micro-purchase is to provide a lower barrier for new vendors to work with government and to avoid traditional contracting for smaller issues where a larger contract would incur excessive costs and less flexibility.\textsuperscript{428} 18F awarded its first winning bid to a coder offering their services for just $1, and the solution passed the acceptance criteria.\textsuperscript{429} Although this was a unique occurrence, it shows that a reverse-auction site can create significant savings. 18F estimates that the format has saved them $67,790 on the 29 deliveries so far.\textsuperscript{430} Importantly, 18F have been open to learning from failed auctions, and are constantly readjusting the process to make the outcomes as reliable as possible in terms of quality and timing, and to make the process a positive experience for all parties involved.\textsuperscript{431}

Platforms like Micro-purchase not only promise significant savings. According to the World Economic Forum, they will also have a revolutionising effect on the labour market, making “work global, even if workers are not.”\textsuperscript{432} This has been observed for decades in the private sector with call centres being placed abroad.

Contingent-labour platforms could be applied elsewhere. Some public-sector bodies are subject to seasonal changes in demand and would benefit from access to agile and affordable labour, for example in HMRC at the end of a tax year.\textsuperscript{433} Instead of negotiating contracts with third-party agencies, a platform would allow temporary employees, who may include people who have retired from the sector, to be appointed directly.

Taking advantage of the benefits offered by a truly global source of digital talent will be central to the reshaping of the public sector. For labour platforms to work well, however, employers must determine where the greatest potential lies and how to best utilise it. First, they should consider how a contingent-labour platform will meet their specific needs. Often it will be because the type of work lends itself well to outcomes-payments, such as the digital examples above. Another common reason would be unpredictable levels of demand and the opportunity to provide users with greater choice, as with the
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example of social care. Related to these divisions are considerations over how the employment should work in terms of remuneration. Some will be based on provided outcomes and determined through a bidding process, where other sectors such as care work are likely to be commissioned on an hourly basis, and if not for a set price, then with a minimum rate to not undercut the living wage.

For contingent-labour platforms to work in the public sector, they must be user friendly, as has been the case for the most successful private-sector platforms. Public-sector institutions should use size to their advantage, and build platforms covering multiple roles (in turn demanding the successful recruitment of people with the skills to build such platforms, see Section 6.1). Employees would sign up listing all their qualifications, which would be verified, and then be able to access and apply for all relevant tasks. As platforms are developed across councils, NHS trusts, schools and other bodies, they should be built with compatibility in mind, so that workers could easily transfer their qualifications.
7 Conclusion

Meeting the needs and expectations of citizens today requires government to escape yesterday’s approach to workforce design. Across public services, workforces have been designed around workers: they are hierarchical, too large and irresponsible to user needs. Analogue approaches are followed in a digital world. Recent years have seen reductions in numbers, but no change in mentality: productivity, if focused on at all, is considered more important than understanding the outcomes citizens want; automation is seen as quicker IT systems, not a new delivery model. Workforces are not delivering value for money.

A new approach requires a new mindset. Cutting numbers should not be seen as an end in itself; technology should replace jobs where it can deliver a better service, as well as a more cost-efficient one. Self-management models and fewer management layers should promote innovation. A willingness to identify and learn from mistakes would improve the quality of services. This can be facilitated by leaders with the freedom to motivate workers as they see fit. New recruitment practices should focus on what employees can offer, rather than narrow academic qualifications. Tapping into the ‘gig’ economy can make this much more efficient.

Updating the workforce to meet the needs and expectations of citizens in the twenty-first century is a critical means to delivering value for money in public services. The principles in this paper set out high-level themes government should consider. Blueprints for action in individual policy areas will be outlined in subsequent papers. If applied successfully, the quality of public services achieved within a restricted funding envelope will improve, to the benefit of the workforce and users alike.
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